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Preface (abstract) 
In this report I describe current progress on a paraxial, scalar-field theory suitable for simulating what is 
measured in Photonic Doppler Velocimetry (PDV) experiments in three dimensions.  I have introduced a 
number of approximations in this work in order to bring the total computation time for one experiment 
down to around 20 hours.  My goals were:  to develop an approximate method of calculating the peak 
frequency in a spectral sideband at an instant of time based on an optical diffraction theory for a moving 
target, to compare the ‘measured’ velocity to the ‘input’ velocity to gain insights into how and to what 
precision PDV measures the component of the mass velocity along the optical axis, and to investigate 
the effects of small amounts of roughness on the measured velocity.  This report illustrates the progress 
I have made in describing how to perform such calculations with a full three dimensional picture 
including tilted target, tilted mass velocity (not necessarily in the same direction), and small amounts of 
surface roughness.  With the method established for a calculation at one instant of time, measured 
velocities can be simulated for a sequence of times, similar to the process of sampling velocities in 
experiments.  Improvements in these methods are certainly possible at hugely increased computational 
cost.  I am hopeful that readers appreciate the insights possible at the current level of approximation.     
The first chapter is mainly qualitative background for folks who may not have participated in the analysis 
of PDV data.   I also use these methods as inspiration for a proof of a concept in Chapter 2.  In the first 
chapter I illustrate qualitatively how experimentalists think about the relationship between the velocity 
and signal frequency in a heterodyne velocimetry (PDV) experiment.  Chapter 1 includes a detailed look 
at the usual one dimensional heuristic arguments often used to motivate a relationship between “the 
signal frequency” and “the target velocity.”  Chapter 1 includes also an example of experimental data to 
motivate a question examined in Chapter 5 “how does target surface roughness affect the 
measurement?”  Folks familiar with PDV and the usual methods of analysis who want to bypass Chapter 
1 may find it useful to examine section 1.6, as I use the one dimensional picture for comparison with 
three dimensions later in Chapter 4.   
In Chapter 2, I define an instantaneous-peak frequency pω in the signal-sideband spectrum, and its 
relation to a signal cross term between the scattered light field sE and reference field 
*
rE in the 
detected power, i.e.,  sr EE
* .  In section 2.1, I motivate a possible expression for pω without proof (so 
the reader can see where we are headed), and then prove the idea rigorously in section 2.2.  Section 2.1 
is a hand-wavey argument starting from an assumption that it is true that ( ) /p t tω = ∂Φ ∂ , where ( )tΦ  
is the difference in phase between *rE  and sE , from which we find easily that 
( )* *Im ( ) / / ( )p r s r sE E t E Eω  = ∂ ∂  .  It is much easier to see how this expression arises in the time 
domain.  For those uncomfortable starting with an assumption that the spectral-peak frequency is the 
derivative of the phase difference, the proof is offered in sections 2.2.  Section 2.2 can be viewed as the 
rigorous proof of the relationship between pω  and sr EE
* , or alternatively proof that ( ) /p t tω = ∂Φ ∂ .  
The proof allows readers to see underlying conditions that need to be true to arrive at either of these 
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equivalent expressions.  We introduce another assumption in Chapter 2 that is proved in chapter 4, that 
underlying the sideband signal peaks is a narrow spectrum of frequencies arising from different 
scattered light paths.  Chapter 2 ends with an illustration of how the different frequencies in a narrow 
spectrum of frequencies are combined with complex-valued weights to arrive at “the frequency” pω at 
the peak of the signal spectrum.  From these results, we gain insights into what is actually measured in a 
heterodyne measurement:  the peak in a sideband spectrum results from a sum of spectral 
contributions weighted by complex values related to the laser field.   
Having connected pω with sr EE
*  in Chapter 2, in Chapter 3 I develop the relationship of the scattered 
optical field at the detector to the motion of the target in the laser field.   For the scattered optical 
fields, I developed a diffraction theory for a moving target and a PDV probe with lens and optical fiber.  I 
solved for an analytical expression for the optical delay iaT  between a scattering event and a lens 
aperture point for a special case:  a flat plate traveling with uniform constant velocity in any direction 
and orientation (with or without surface roughness); optical probe with single mode optical fiber and 
thin lenses; and any laser- field function in three dimensions.   
In Chapter 4, I combine two relationships developed in Chapters 2 and 3, i.e., pω related to sr EE
* , and 
sr EE
* related to the motion of the target in the laser field, to connect pω to the motion of the target.  
We examine the relative importance of the terms in the product sr EE
*  and write down a good 
approximation for pω .  We examine three cases:  We examine the form of sr EE
* in the limit of a 
perfectly smooth and symmetric experiment (similar to an idealized one dimensional case).  
Contributions from motion transverse to the laser field disappear.  We note that this limit has 
similarities to the expansion in harmonic fields at the end of Chapter 2 and hypothesize that the 
underlying spectrum is narrow but not harmonic.  In order to explore the behavior in a finite beam in 
the small angle limit, we introduce a Gaussian laser field with wave-front curvature and find that the 
plane wave terms in the laser-field phase dominate the result connecting a component of the velocity 
along the optical axis to the measured frequency (section 4.3).   Using a finite width beam, we do find a 
small amount of spectral width (on the order of 1 %) mainly due to integration of optical delays over the 
lens aperture.  Up to this point in the discussion, we have ignored another term in the integral for the 
peak frequency related to variation in the laser field amplitude seen by the moving target which 
becomes important for large angles between the particle velocity and the optical axis (more than 45 
degrees).  We note at the end of chapter 4 that the complexities due to transverse motion through the 
beam needs further study to understand it’s effect on the measured velocity at large angles.  We will not 
explore further what happens at large angles in this report.    
For the simulations in Chapter 5, I used a Gaussian-beam field-function for the laser beam confocal with 
the probe.  PDV typically is used in a confocal paraxial optical geometry with unknown (uncontrolled) 
optical polarization at the target and fields that are nearly transverse to the optical axis.  I used a scalar 
field theory that is good to approximately 0.5 % in the amplitudes, and exact in the field phases.  
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(Readers may play with the obliquity factor if they want to improve on the amplitude approximation, 
but they should also examine carefully the approximations introduced in Chapter 3).  We illustrate an 
example using simulations of a slightly asymmetric picture with tilted probe, tilted particle velocity and 
roughness added to the target surface.  We observe that the delicate cancellations in the underlying 
spectrum may be disrupted by roughness leading to momentary deviations in the measured velocity of 
up to a few percent.   
These calculations were performed within certain limits:  We work in the high-power classical limit.  We 
detect light with no sense of the discreteness of photons and no shot noise.  Fields propagate as classical 
electromagnetic waves.  We include reflection of light using point-wise light-matter interactions (with or 
without roughness).  We borrow concepts consistent with relativistic electrodynamics to write down the 
scattered light field.  The optical system uses several “thin” and “paraxial” approximations.  And we 
work in the “low” velocity limit compared to the speed of light.   
Table 1 is a glossary with an index to section numbers, with additional notes on conventions, 
assumptions, and key results.   
Table 1.  Glossary, coordinate and sign conventions, key results, index to sections 
( )sE t  Total scattered light field at the detector.  Sections: preface, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2,  
( )rE t  Harmonic reference field at the detector. Sections: preface, 1.5, 2.1, 2.2,  
Harmonic and non 
harmonic fields 
Sections: preface, 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 2.3, 3.1, 3.3.1, 3.3.2, 4.1, 4.2, 4.4,  
( ) ( ( , ))
( ) ( ( , ))g g
E r Exp i r t
E r Exp i r t
φ
φ=
 
δ δ
δ δ
 
The laser field expressed as a Gaussian beam.  This is a harmonic function in the 
laboratory frame, but has a narrow spectrum (not harmonic) in the frame of the 
target due to motion of the laser.   
Sections preface, 1.1, 1.2, 1.5, 3.2, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6, 4.1, 4.3, 5.0 
λ   Laser wavelength.  Section 1.2 
),;( 0 τttg  Analysis window function.  Section 1.2.   
τ  Window width.  Section 1.2, 1.4, 2.2 
Total detected power for 
a transverse scalar field 
( ) ( ) ( )2 *s r r s r sp t E E E E E E= + = + ⋅ +  Sections 1.5 
Total detected power in 
frequency domain 
−+ +++= PPPPP sr)(ω .  Sections 1.2, 2.2 
Signal power )(* )(~ tirsr etAEEEp
Φ
+ =⋅  Sections 1.5 
( )tΦ  Phase difference between scattered light and reference.  Sections 1.5, 2.2 
( )kx tω+ − , kcω =  Sign convention for advancing phase and frequency transforms.  Section 1.6, 2.2 
Peak in the signal 
spectrum pω :  
( ) 0
p
P
t ω
ω+∂ =
∂
 , where 
1( ) ( ; , ) ( )
2
t
oP dt e g t t p t
ωω τ
p
∞
+ +−∞
= ∫  
Sections:  preface, 1.2, 1.4, 2.1 
pm ωω ≈  Average of the spectral sideband is approximately the peak position, which 
becomes an identity in the instantaneous limit.  Section 1.2, 1.4, 2.2 
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Instantaneous peak 
frequency in the signal 
spectrum 
0→τ ,      
0
*
*
1( ) Re ( )
( )p r s t tr s
t i E E
t E E t
ω
=
 ∂ ∂
= − Φ =  
∂ ∂  
 
Sections:  preface, 2.1 (easy version with assumptions), 2.2 (proved) 
xˆ   Optical axis for confocal optical system consisting of single-mode fiber, lens 
aperture, target lens, and fiber lens.  Sections:  3.2  
pu
   Constant uniform target particle velocity for each and all particles.  Sections:  3.2, 
3.6 
β

   Dimensionless pu
  relative to the speed of light c , i.e., /pu cβ =

δ
  Sections:  3.2 
xβ  ˆx xβ β=
δ
  component of β

 along the optical axis (confocal with laser field axis).  
Sections:  1.6, 3.2, 4.3 and 5.1 
0ir
δ
  Initial positions of target particles i  from which light will be scattered (later).  
Sections:  3.2 
ar
δ
  Lens aperture point (between infinitesimally close target lens and fiber lens).  
Sections:  3.2, 3.6 
nˆ  Target surface normal direction.  Sections:  3.2, 3.5, 3.6 
),( 0000 iiii zyxx =  Initial position surface.  Section  3.5, 5.0   
0 0 0 0( , )i i i ix x y zδ δ=  Target surface roughness added to surface 0 0 0i i ix x xδ→ + .  Chapter  5.   
00x   Initial position on the beam center line.  Section 3.5 
fkδ and δk ; Fiber lens and target lens phase delays.  Section 3.2, 3.2.2 
)( aiaia rrrcT
δδδ
δ+−=  Optical delay between scattered light point i  and lens-aperture point a  through 
target-lens delay ( )arδ
δ
 .  Infinitesimally close and thin lens approximation.   
Sections: preface, 1.6, 2.2, 2.3, 3.3, 3.4, 3.5, 3.6 
piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+=  Position where light arriving at ar
δ
had been scattered at earlier time ( )a iat T− .  
Sections:  3.2, 3.6 
( , )( ) i a iai r t TiE r e
φ −

δ

δ
  Laser field at point-like space-time scattering event at earlier time ( )a iat T− and 
position piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+= .  Sections 3.3, 3.4, 4.1, 4.2 
oR   Distance along optical axis from fiber to aperture.  Fiber lens focal distance.  
Sections 3.2, 3.3.2 
oP A
R  Distance from points in the aperture to the end face of the single mode optical 
fiber. Sections 3.2, 3.3.2 
/fR c  Constant time delay value from all points in aperture to fiber through fiber lens.  
Sections 3.3, 3.3.2, 3.6 
Superposition of light 
scattered from laser field 
summed over target 
points 0ir
δ
 and aperture 
points ar
δ
.   
( , )
0 02
1 1 1 1 12 ( )
2
i a ia
o o
i r t Tia
s o a a i i i
P A P A x iaA
OE R dy dz dy dz E r e
R R c t n R
φ
p
−
 − ∂ = + 
∂  
∫∫ ∫∫ 
δ

δ
 
This is a diffraction result derived for a moving target.   Optical delays from aperture 
to detector are arranged all to be the same using a fiber lens.  The relevant delay 
becomes the delay from scattering event to aperture point through target lens.  
Sections:  3.3.1, 3.3.2, 3.5, 3.6 
Obliquity factor 
iaO .  Introduced in section:  3.5.  1iaO =   ignored in section 5.   
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Solving for the delay from 
scattering points to 
aperture points though 
lens 
Two coupled relations:  piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+= ,    )( aiaia rrrcT
δδδ
δ+−=    
0( , , , )ia ia p i a aT T u r r t⇒ =
δ δ
   
Sections 3.4, 3.6 
ai
aiia
rr
rr
t
T
δδ
δδ

−
−
⋅=
∂
∂ β  The rate of change of optical delay in low velocity limit pu c<<  is component of 
the dimensionless velocity along light-scattering path from ir
δ
 to ar
δ
.   
Sections:  3.4, 4.2 
Good approximation to 
instantaneous peak 
frequency.  Exact in 
phase.  Terms with 
amplitude 410− smaller 
were ignored.  Error from 
choice of iaO ~ 0.5%  in 
amplitudes.   
0
0
( , )
0 02
( , )
0 02
1 ( )
Im
1 ( )
g i ia
g i ia
i r Tia
a a i i g i
P A iaA
p
i r Tia
a a i i g i
P A iaA
Ody dz dy dz E r e
R t R
Ody dz dy dz E r e
R R
φ
φ
ω
−
−
  ∂
  ∂   = −   
  
   
∫∫ ∫∫
∫∫ ∫∫
δ
δ
δ
δ
 
Sections:  1.2, 4.1, 5.0.   
tTr iaigia ∂−−∂= /),(
ϕω   Rate of change of the difference in phase between the reference field and a 
scattered light field that propagates from ir
δ
to ar
δ
.  Variations up to a few percent 
are connected with the optical delay iaT  dependence on aperture positions ar
δ
.   
Sections:  4.1 ,4.2, 4.3, 5.0 
Signal frequency is closely  
related to the component 
of the velocity along the 
optical axis.     
2p r xω ω β≅ .   
For nearly symmetric situations, there are two dominant terms from the derivative 
in the numerator.  One is related to the space-like nearly-plane wave like term in 
the laser beam phase, ˆi rk r kt
ω β∂ ⋅ ≈ ⋅
∂
δ δ
δ
.  The other is from the time rate of change 
in the optical delay 
( )
xr
ai
ai
r
ia
r rr
rr
t
T βωβωω ≈
−
−
⋅=
∂
∂
δδ
δδ
δ
.   
Sections:   1.6, 3.1, 4.3 
integrand densities for 
pω at ,io ioy z obtained 
after integrating over the 
aperture  
( )0 0
0
0
, 0 0
( , )
2
,
( , )
2
, ,
/
1 ( )
Im
1 ( )
i i
g i ia
g i ia
y z i i
i r Tia
g i
yi zj P A ia
i r Tia
g i
yi zj ya za P A ia
d dA y z
O E r e
R t R
O E r e
R R
φ
φ
ω
−
−
∆ ∆
  ∂
  ∂   = −   
  
   
∑
∑ ∑
δ
δ
δ
δ
Sections:  3.6, 5.   
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CHAPTER 1.  Introduction 
The success and popularity of Photonic Doppler Velocimetry (PDV) are due in part to it’s highly reliable 
“hands off” operational simplicity in moments just before an experiment.  Notions about how PDV 
measures velocity were originally introduced and described by Strand et. al. based on a heuristic, 
perfectly symmetric, one-dimensional Ersatz.  Results for experiments that are not perfectly symmetric 
have led scientists including Briggs and Dolan to consider such questions as “what does PDV really 
measure?” [Dolan 2009, Briggs 2009] Dolan also has explored the problem that heterodyne detection 
introduces surprising mathematical difficulties in areas such as propagation of random signal errors 
(noise) into the final value for “a velocity,” and illustrated the complexities using a Monte Carlo 
simulation [Dolan 2010].  The answer to a related question “how good is a measurement?” is frequently 
not addressed using an analytical approach.  The answer can be determined experimentally by 
comparison of deviations between a large number of identical channels or experiments, and is often 
found to be better than 1 % (for carefully prepared and completely symmetric situations results can be 
as good as 0.1 %).  In this report, we make progress on an answer to the question “what does PDV 
measure” using a paraxial scalar diffraction theory in an attempt to gain additional insights into the 
possible origins of errors in measurement.   
1.1 What is Photonic Doppler Velocimetry, What does it measure, and the goals for this work  
An observer shines light on a moving target, the target reflects the light, and returns the light to the 
sender.  The frequency of light scattered from a moving object is Doppler shifted.  Photonic Doppler 
Velocimetry (PDV) is an experimental technique that provides information on the motion of a target via 
changes in the frequency of scattered light.  The Figure 1.1.1 is a cartoon depiction of a PDV probe and 
target.  The probe consisting of single-mode optical fiber and lens mounted in an opaque tube.   
Laser light is propagated along a single-mode optical fiber to the probe, the light diverges from the fiber, 
and is converted to a converging-and-diverging “laser beam” by a lens.  Light scattered from a moving 
target is collected by the same lens.  This arrangement with illumination and collection by the same lens 
is described by the word confocal.  A portion of the scattered light is counter-propagated back to a 
detector on the same optical fiber (via an optical circulator, not shown).  The commercially availability of 
compact optical circulators based on single-mode fiber optic technologies has made it practical to 
perform optical velocimetry in this confocal geometry [Strand 2006] with a large number of identical 
channels in a compact space (In a retrospective presentation in June of 2014, Strand claims he was 
searching for a way to make the concept of PDV a reality when Tony Whitworth introduced him to 
optical circulators).   
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Figure 1.1.1 PDV-probe cartoon with exaggerated features.   Upper panel:  Laser light emerges from an optical 
fiber and is focused into a converging and diverging “laser beam.”  Lower panel:  The laser light is scattered from a 
target (right line).  The scattered light fills the lens aperture and some of the laser light is coupled back into the 
fiber.  The reader should note that the use of “straight lines” in (b) is not meant literally, but is related to a way of 
thinking about integration over paths between surface points and lens-aperture points (see Chapter 3).   
PDV is based on heterodyne detection [Kingston chapter 3; Yariv sections 11.4 and 11.5].  Scattered light 
is superposed with a continuous-wave single-frequency laser.  The power in the two interfering waves is 
detected and converted to an electronic signal.  An intermediate-frequency signal is generated, 
oscillating at the difference in frequencies between the scattered light spectrum and the harmonic 
reference.  A primary goal of PDV analysis is based on extracting this intermediate frequency spectrum 
and relating it to the velocity (or velocities).    
PDV is capable of observing targets that are tilted and have velocity that is not parallel to the optic axis.  
A small amount of roughness can be added to the target surface to spread the scattered light into a 
larger solid angle, and to maintain the scattered light signal under tilt in confocal optics.  A question 
arises:  what does PDV measure when the experiment does not have a perfectly-symmetrical one-
dimensional configuration?  A few experimental tests have been performed with a mixture of tilts and 
different velocity directions relative to the optic axis of a confocal probe [Dolan 2009, Briggs 2009].  
Clearly the positive results of Dolan or Briggs are consistent with this idea:  PDV measures the 
component of the particle velocity along the optic axis with very little dependence on surface tilt.  The 
precision of this conclusion and its general applicability has not been established.    
Since the target velocity can change in time (in particular when shock waves are involved), 
experimentalists often desire “instantaneous” values from PDV data.  In a real experiment, the data are 
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sampled at discrete times, and there is noise in the detected signal due to the discreteness of electrons 
and photons (electronic thermal and photon shot noise).  Extracting a frequency in PDV involves 
effectively statistical averaging over short time intervals.  Attempting to extract an instantaneous 
frequency is impractical for real data since it is “sampled” at discrete times.  Statistical analysis methods 
suffer from increased uncertainty as the averaging-time interval is decreased to the sample interval.  An 
esthetic compromise is usually reached with tradeoffs between uncertainties in frequency and time (a 
tradeoff inherent in a frequency transform when noise is present on the signal).   
We will show in this chapter that despite the real limitations in the physical world, the concept of an 
instantaneous peak frequency is a well-defined mathematical concept and causes no statistical 
problems for a theory (simulation) of a continuous, noiseless experiment.  We believe the instantaneous 
peak frequency is also unique (we obtain the same result from two different derivations) and can be 
viewed as the limit of an average frequency in zero-width time interval.  In subsequent sections we 
illustrate the method of simulating PDV with examples.  The simulations use three-dimensional classical 
field theory and diffraction theory for a moving target.  In later sections we show how to perform 
simulations in order to gain insights into how and what PDV measures.   
We will show that a three-dimensional theory in the paraxial approximation that employs superposition 
of point-wise scattering events is consistent with the conclusion that the observed velocity is nearly 
equal to the component of the velocity along the optic axis.  The methods used in this report involve a 
scalar field theory approximation for a paraxial optical system (propagation nearly along the optical 
axis).  A semi quantitative insight from this work is that conclusions drawn about PDV are based on a 
delicate balancing of cancellations in a narrow spectrum of fields.  Additional work (possibly involving a 
vector theory) would be required to determine exactly the precision of these conclusions.   Errors in this 
balance become apparent in real experiments when one compares identical (redundant) channels in a 
nominally symmetric experiment.   
In the next few sections, we develop the concept and expressions for an instantaneous peak frequency.  
This instantaneous peak frequency contains information on the motion of the target in a heterodyning 
experiment.  As a vehicle for introducing frequency transforms and a spectral region of interest, we 
review qualitatively a method of spectral analysis of PDV data.  At first we note in passing that the 
sideband spectral peaks contain information on the scattered-light phase shifts, i.e., the interesting part 
of the signal lays in sideband spectral peaks.  Next, we introduce electromagnetic fields to the picture 
and show how sideband spectral peaks arise from a product of two different fields when detecting the 
optical power (in a subsequent chapter we will show how to calculate these fields).  We take a small 
detour into a one dimensional description of PDV to illustrate how the scattered light phase shifts result 
predominantly from two different terms with comparable value:  from a changing phase in a space-like 
phase term due to motion of the target in a laser beam (or motion of the laser relative to the target!), 
and from a changing phase (delay) to the detector from a time-like term in the phase.  In a one 
dimensional highly symmetric confocal picture, these two Doppler shift terms are precisely identical.  
We take a description of the sideband spectral peak written in terms time varying optical fields into the 
instantaneous limit, and prove an identity between the instantaneous peak frequency and the time 
dependent fields.  We examine the form of the instantaneous peak frequency using an expansion in 
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harmonic functions.  We find that the instantaneous sideband peak frequency is similar to a weighted 
average over complex fields (not probabilities).   
 
1.2 Qualitative description of spectral analysis in PDV, and  
the concept of an instantaneous peak frequency 
Our purpose in this section is to motivate a starting point for a derivation for an instantaneous peak 
frequency.  Here we introduce basic ideas often used in the detection and analysis of PDV signals.  In 
PDV, the detected power is from a superposition of two optical fields.  The two optical fields are a 
harmonic reference field, and the scattered field from the target (Doppler shifted).  Coherent detection 
of a reference field and signal field at the same detector is known as heterodyne detection (See for 
example [Kingston chapter 3, or Yariv sections 11.4 and 11.5]).  In PDV, the heterodyne signal is 
detected in a wide electronic bandwidth (tens of GHz), electronically sampled in a sequence of narrow 
time intervals (sampled in intervals as short as 20 ps), and a time resolved record is made using analog 
to digital recording.   
As depicted in figure 1.2.1, the detected optical power has a DC offset and oscillatory signal.  Riding on 
the DC offset are interference oscillations between the reference and scattered light fields with an 
oscillation frequency closely related to the difference between the reference and scattered light 
frequencies.  The higher frequency interference oscillations carry information about the motion of the 
target, and when the motion changes the frequency is modulated, also.  The signal frequency and 
frequency modulation are of interest.  Often the interference oscillations carry unwanted amplitude 
modulated.   
 
Figure 1.2.1.  Cartoon for the detected optical power and a analysis window function.   
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PDV often uses a source laser frequency near 193 THz (1.55 micrometers wavelength).   For motion at 
1 /km s  in free space, the high speed oscillation is / 2 0.775 GHzυλ =  (we defer until later detailed 
incorporation of ideas connecting the high speed oscillation and motion of the target in three 
dimensions.  For this work we avoid the problems of changes of index of refraction in tamping windows 
– this is a discussion in free space.)  
Converting the signal from the time domain to the frequency domain provides a way to distinguish the 
high-speed signal frequency from amplitude modulation and noise.  There is more than one method for 
extracting spectra.  Our claim is that the instantaneous peak frequency derivation for simulations should 
have a unique value that does not depend on the choice of method of analyzing data.  We start with the 
more “usual” Fourier transform methods to motivate the derivation.   
In order to perform the frequency transform on real sampled data, one needs to examine the signal over 
some interval of time.  A simplistic method is to chop out a subdomain of data wide enough to contain 
at least a few oscillations about a center time 0t and associate a frequency transform with 0t .  
Truncation creates “feet” or oscillations in the base of the spectrum.  A method used to reduce the feet 
is to multiply the data by a sliding apodization-window function instead of using truncation.  As depicted 
in Fig. 1.2.1, a window function ),;( 0 τttg with a width parameter τ is centered at times 0t .  A peaked 
apodization function ),;( 0 τttg that varies continuously to zero more slowly than discontinuous 
truncation for 0tt − large tends to reduce the “feet”.  The choice of window is not unique, involves 
aesthetics, does not change the peak positions, but only changes the shape of the spectral peaks.  Since 
the transform of a Gaussian is a Gaussian function, a Gaussian window creates spectra with no feet.  
Once a window function is selected, the signal is multiplied by ),;( 0 τttg  for a sequence of 0t  values, 
transformed, and overlapping spectra are associated with each time 0t .   
The frequency transform is complex-valued (contains phase and amplitude information).  For purposes 
of examining the spectral content, a real-valued spectral power (amplitude squared) may be computed 
from the complex-valued transform.  The DC offset and lower-frequency amplitude modulation and 
noise will create a delta function and spectral peak straddling zero frequency (labelled rP and )(ωsP  in 
the Fig. 1.2.2).  The desired situation is to have a high-speed signal that is more rapid than the amplitude 
modulation, in which case signal-sideband spectral peaks ( )(ω±P ) are found positioned symmetrically 
at positive and negative frequencies and well separated from the baseband spectrum.  The peak 
positions in )(ω±P  move away from zero frequency in proportion to the velocity of the target.  To avoid 
artifacts from nearby spectra, numerical analysis is performed in a region of interest around a peak +P  
(the box B ).   
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Figure 1.2.2.  Cartoon showing the spectra associated with different terms in the detected optical power.   
Mainly because of spectral noise (not shown), analysis methods tend to involve statistical measures of 
the signal-sideband spectrum.  Various methods are available for determining an estimate for the signal 
sideband frequency.  A common method is to use non-linear least squares minimization of the 
differences between a peaked function )(ωG  and the spectral peak )(ω+P within B .  From the 
minimization of a second moment of the differences, the best-fit parameters provide an estimate for 
the location of the peak frequency pω .  Analysis is made more difficult by the amplitude modulation 
spectrum )(ωsP  bleeding into the region of interest B , by a noisy background, and noise spectrum that 
may vary with frequency, all of which may be accounted for using a fitting function with more terms and 
parameters (the cost may be a larger error in pω ).   
Due to the presence of unwanted signals within the region of interested, an obvious but less readily 
applicable statistical method is to calculate the mean frequency of the spectrum in the region of 
interest, /m B Bd P d Pω ω ω ω ω+ += = ∫ ∫ .  Using a mean frequency requires a clean separation 
of the signal sideband peak from other spectra at the edges of B , and a good estimate of the noise 
spectrum.  For an instantaneous peak frequency that varies slowly, these methods are expected to have 
similar values, pm ωω ≈ .  (We will have an occasion to revisit mω to support a theory of instantaneous 
peak frequency).   
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We feel it is important to emphasize a subtlety in our terminology to avoid confusion later.  The 
sideband spectrum is obviously a peaked function with a width determined (partly) by the window 
function.  We will show below that there is always an underlying (narrow) spectrum of Doppler shifts in 
a three dimensional experiment.  In the analysis of a PDV experiment, one pulls out one number – the 
peak position in the sideband spectrum.  In the following it is important to note that although we will 
speak of the underlying spectrum of Doppler shifts, the end goal is to calculate the peak position for this 
spectrum in order to simulate the process that experimentalists use when attempting to determine “the 
velocity.”   
1.3 Example of PDV experimental results with frequency deviations at amplitude valleys 
An example of PDV data is shown in Figure 1.3.1.  Six nominally identical mass-velocity results were 
obtained at the interface between a flat platinum surface and a lithium fluoride tamping window.  A 
shock wave breaks out of the platinum into the LiF with a mean mass velocity of 1.94 km/sec.  Late-time 
side shocks and releases arrive after 200 ns.  During the planar shock (< 200 ns), there are two types of 
deviations from the mean.  There are random deviations wandering less than 1 percent about the mean.  
And there are occasional non-random brief spikes larger than 1 percent.   
 
Figure 1.3.1  Example of PDV velocity data with data overlayed for six nominally identical channels.  Overlaying 
identical channels indicates where unusual velocity deviations occur that do not follow the trends in the remaining 
“identical” channels.  These data were obtained from a gas-gun shot using a flat-faced projectile launched with a 
two stage gas gun impacting a flat platinum sample backed by aluminum coated lithium fluoride.   
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Figure 1.3.2.  Four of the velocity traces in Figure. 1.3.1 with their associated signal amplitudes.   
Four of the six traces in Figure 1.3.1 are shown separated in Figure 1.3.2 plotted with the amplitude of 
the oscillating-signal.  The signal amplitude has amplitude modulation, which is not the same across 
identical channels.  Based on similar, repeatable modulation with distance in slow speed bench 
measurements, this modulation is likely due to speckle effects from an average roughness of 0.2 
micrometers of surface roughness applied to the LIF window before adding an aluminum coating.  
Because of random electronic and photon shot noise, signal to noise ratio is expected to be lower for 
lower amplitude.  But there is another non-random effect that appears quite commonly when amplitude 
modulation is present:  there are frequency deviations (spikes) larger than 1 % in size in the velocity 
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associated with the amplitude dips.  We will see much later (Chapter 5) that similar spikes appear in 
simulations with roughness due to disruption of a delicate balance of path dependent frequency shifts 
through different points in the lens aperture.  In the simulations, these spikes arise without the need to 
add additional random noise.   
 
1.4 Working hypothesis and plan for the derivation of instantaneous peak frequency for PDV 
Our working hypothesis for this derivation is that for a window width going to zero, 0→τ , there 
should be a unique value for the instantaneous peak frequency, and for least squares fitting or spectral 
averaging the peak should have the same value pm ωω = .   Since the instantaneous peak frequency is 
unique and since we are starting with a simulation with no noise, instead of trying to find the 
instantaneous peak frequency from a non-linear least squares fit we will identify the peak in the 
spectrum from the position where the derivative of the sideband spectral peak changes sign, i.e., where 
0=
∂
∂ +
p
t
P
ω
 , 
and take this in the limit 0→τ .  We will show below that in a simulation without noise, the  
instantaneous peak pω exists, is defined, and has also the same value for the mean 
p
B
B
m Pd
Pd
ω
ω
ωω
ωω τ→== →
+
+
∫
∫
0 .   
in the limit 0→τ .  We will call the resulting peak frequency, pω , the instantaneous peak frequency.  
We will derive pω  in terms of time domain functions and understand this implicitly to be a function of 
time )(tpp ωω = .  Now we consider the physical origin of the time varying signals.      
 
1.5 A sideband spectral peak  
is connected with time varying difference in phases of scattered light and reference field 
For the derivation of pω , we will introduce a classical electromagnetic field description of a PDV 
experiment.  In a PDV experiment, a source laser field

E with frequency 

ω is propagated towards a 
moving target.   Light is scattered from the moving target.  A scattered light field sE is collected by a lens 
and propagated to a detector.  We incorporate point-wise light matter interactions into our picture.  The 
total scattered light field at the detector will be a superposition of many individual scattered light fields 
at the detector  
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i
is EE  
with individual scattered light fields iE  labelled with index i .  PDV is a heterodyne detection technique 
wherein a reference field rE  is superposed at the detector, also, with amplitude similar to sE .  The 
total superposition of fields at the detector is a sum 
 ∑+=+
i
irsr EEEE  .   
PDV experiments tend to be nearly one dimensional (paraxial) in the sense that the laser and optical 
system have small numerical aperture.  We use a scalar approximation for transverse radiating optical 
fields wherein the magnetic fields are related to the electric fields as cEB /= , and the detected optical 
power is proportional to EEEBEp *222 ~~ =+ , where * is the complex conjugate.  The PDV 
signal is proportional to the detected optical power.   
( ) ( ) ( ) −+ +++=⋅+⋅+⋅+⋅=+⋅+=+= ppppEEEEEEEEEEEEEEtp srsrsrssrrsrsrrs *****
2
 
(we do not write the proportionality constant  and promise in advance that the proportionality constant 
will divide out of pω ).   *~ rrr EEp ⋅ is the optical power in the reference at the detector, which can 
be observed by blocking the scattered light.  *~ sss EEp ⋅  is the optical power in the scattered light.  
The optical interference in the detected power between the reference and scattered light spectra 
−+ + pp creates an oscillating interference riding on a background sr pp + .  The background can vary 
slowly also as the total scattered light intensity varies.   
Let us introduce time into the complex fields )(tEr and )(tEs , and note which parts of  
( ) −+ +++= pppptp sr  contains information on the motion of the target .  In this work we will 
discuss only “conventional” PDV where the reference is derived from a stationary-partial reflection of 
the laser field, and rωω = .  Typically, the reference field at the detector has constant amplitude rE , 
constant frequency rω , and arbitrary phase 0rϕ  ,  i.e., the reference is a harmonic function
0
0 0, rr
ii t
r r r rE E e E E e
φω −−= = .  The scattered light field sE has a narrow spectrum of iE with slightly 
differing frequencies and phases due to the motion of the laser from the point of view of the target, and 
the differing optical paths for scattered light back to the detector.  (In Chapter 3 we will derive a scalar 
diffraction theory for a moving target and optical system and write )(tEs in the time domain.)  For 
physically reasonable situations where the superposition of amplitudes and phases of the individual 
scattered light fields iE is equivalent to a single complex-valued function, sE can be written in the form
[ ]tti
s
retAE ω−Φ= )()( .   Written in this way, the phase of sE is different from the reference phase by the 
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amount ( )tΦ .  There are two conjugate terms in the detected optical power 
)(* )(~ tirsr etAEEEp
Φ
+ =⋅ and 
)(* )(~ tirsr etAEEEp
Φ−
− =⋅ that depend on the difference in 
phase (note *−+ = pp ).  The scattered light amplitude )(tA  and phase difference ( )tΦ  both vary in 
time.  From these considerations we expect the detected power and signal to have a constant DC offset 
when only the reference is present, ( ) 2* rrr EEE = , a time varying background term that depends on 
the amplitude of the scattered light ( ) 2)(* tAEE ss = , and a real valued oscillating interference term 
similar to  ( )( )ttAEr Φcos)(2   (here we used *−+ = pp ).  The high frequency oscillations in the 
signal are represented in the function ( )( )tΦcos , i.e., from an oscillating function of the phase 
difference ( )tΦ  advancing in time as the target moves.  PDV is easiest to interpret when the amplitude 
of the scattered light )(~ tA  (and it’s associated background term 2)(~ tAps ) has a time variation 
that is slow compared to the high speed interference oscillations in ( )( )tpp Φ+ −+ cos~ .  The detected 
signal side bands ±p are the parts of the signal that contain information on the motion of the target due 
to the shift in phase in the scattered light relative to the reference phase.  (To save confusion later, the 
reader should note that detection of a narrow spectrum of harmonic functions determines a single 
function ( )tΦ  in the detected signal).   
1.6 A brief detour:  The Doppler shift in one dimension  
has two different contributions from space-like and time-like terms 
To motivate further our focus on the sideband spectrum in our analysis, we take a detour and develop 
the connection between the sideband spectrum and the motion of the target in one dimension (we 
develop a full three dimensional solution later).  A few of the conventions and definition used later are 
established in this section.  
In a step-and-integrate experiment, or at extraordinarily slow speeds that humans can sense (say, 0.1 
mm/sec), one observes that the optical power oscillates through one period for a displacement very 
nearly equal to 2/λ  -- optical interference is involved.  The question then becomes what happens at 
higher speeds.  At higher speeds one tends to discuss the problem in terms of rates of change with time.  
By time t , we mean the time (“now”) that advances in the same way everywhere in the frame of 
reference of the laboratory and detector.   Because of the propagation time delay T , light that arrives 
at a detector at time t  was scattered at an earlier light-scattering time )( Tt − .  Because the target is 
moving in time, the delay ( )tTT =  also changes in time.  For constant particle velocity pu and an initial 
position 0x , Newton told us the position of the target will be tuxx p+= 0 .  But because of the optical 
delay time, the actual position at the scattering time )( Tt − was )(0 Ttuxx p −+= .  Both depend on 
the same initial position, 0x  .       
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In the solution of wave equations, there are two possible choices ( )tkx rω−±  for the sign of the 
argument of a solution.  In free space the speed of light c is the ratio of /rc kω= , where 2 /k p λ= .  
Throughout this work, we represented the phase of a forward propagating plane wave field as 
( )tkx rω−+ .  (This choice is not used by all authors.  In particular Yariv uses the  −  sign and Goodman 
and Jackson use the + .  This choice of phase is represented also in Fourier transforms, which due to 
symmetry also needs a choice of sign.  We borrow the convention for the Fourier transform from 
Jackson, who consistently uses the same sign convention for both.  Later we will borrow results for the 
Gaussian beam from Yariv, but will change the sign.)  At the earlier scattering time Tt − , an observer in 
the lab says a plane-wave laser would have had a phase value at the target determined by replacing 
t t T→ − in the phase ( ) ( )( ))()(0 TtTtuxktkx rpr −−−+→−+ ωω .  Up to an unspecified constant 
phase, the difference in phases ( )tΦ  in the oscillating interference signal has these terms from the 
scattered light phase at the scattering time:    
( ) [ ]{ } tTtTtkxt rrr ωωβω +−−−+=Φ )()(0 ,  
Here we introduce the usual notation for a dimensionless velocity cu p /=β .  In this work, we will be 
concerned only with terrestrial velocities for which 410~ −<β .  For the moment, we borrow a result that 
should seem heuristically plausible and is also derived below -- the instantaneous sideband peak 
frequency is the time rate of change of the phase difference ( ) tt ∂Φ∂− / .  For low velocities ( 410~ −<β ), 
we may express the scattered light frequency as the laser frequency rωω = plus a small frequency 
shift sω :   
( ) [ ] [ ]/ 1 / 1 /s r r rt t T t T tω ω β ω ω= −∂Φ ∂ = − −∂ ∂ + −∂ ∂ − .   
We will show later in three dimensions that there is a compact expression for the rate of change of 
delay time with time tT ∂∂ /  that is of order of the relative velocity β (times a direction-cosine factor).  
tT ∂∂ /  is precisely equal to β  in one-dimension.  Since 1<<β , the frequency shift
[ ] rrrs βωβωββωω 21 −≅−−−≈  to within a small relative error of order β .   Here is it useful to note 
that the frequency shift has two distinct and dominant contributions, one term βωr− due to the 
changing shift in kx from x changing as tu p , and one shift term βωω rr tT −=∂∂− /  due to the changing 
propagation delay back to the detector.  We will show below that in a three-dimensional confocal 
arrangement (light out and back through the same lens and optical fiber) the Doppler shift
( ) rpxrxs cu ωωβω /22 −=−≈ is related to the component pxu of the particle velocity along the beam 
direction.  
As an aside, we wish to make a comment related to the difference between a moving and stationary 
interference experiment.  A stationary experiment may be performed by stepping the target position, 
stopping the motion, and integrating a measurement of the signal a “long time” after the step has 
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stopped.  In a step-stop-and-integrate experiment the phase differences in fields over different paths 
have time to readjust and the experiment “forgets” that it was ever somewhere else.  The fields see a 
new initial position.  In a high speed experiment, the fields have some memory of where they came 
from, i.e., they have some memory of initial positions at an earlier time.  Due to the “reset” of initial 
positions, a step-stop-and-integrate interference experiment may be expected to give a different result 
than a moving experiment.  At extremely low velocities ( sm /1<< ) used in Fourier Transform 
Spectroscopy  with an incoherent source, this distinction may not be important.  But for a high speed 
experiment we believe this memory of initial positions is a necessary element of a correct description of 
a PDV experiment where the laser field may have a coherence time longer than the experiment itself.     
In a picture involving rates of change, the target senses a different time varying phase of the laser due to 
motion, and an extra time varying phase is introduced due to a changing delay for the scattered light.  It 
is the combination of the rate of change of these two additional time varying phase shifts that is called 
the Doppler shift.  The high speed oscillation at the Doppler shift frequency is the sideband spectral peak 
position in one dimension.  This is why we are interested in the position of the peak in the sideband 
spectrum.   
 
CHAPTER 2.  Instantaneous peak frequency 
2.1 Relating the instantaneous signal frequency to the scattered light field – time domain picture 
Having seen the connection between the sideband spectral-peak position and the motion of the target 
in one dimension, we return to the problem of relating the instantaneous peak frequency pω to time 
dependent fields ( )rE t and ( )sE t in more than one dimension.  We will explore the limitations of this 
idea later.  For now, we are interested in how to relate the signal frequency to the phases of the fields.   
There is a simple way to calculate pω , and a rigorous method.  In this section we look at the simple 
method.  In later sections of this chapter, we look at the underlying implicit assumptions underlying the 
simple method.   
A reasonable assumption (proved in section 2.2):  for a simple experiment with one term in the detected 
optical power of the form 
( )( )ttAEr Φcos)(2  
the signal frequency is merely the time rate of change of the argument in the oscillatory factor 
( )
p
t
t
ω
∂Φ
=
∂
. 
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We will have more to say about justifying this statement below.  Later in this report (chapter 3) we will 
show a method of calculating [ ]ttis retAE
ω−Φ= )()(  and * ( )( ) i tr sE E A t e
Φ= using diffraction theory for a 
moving target.  The time rate of change of the product of the fields contains the desired term: 
* ( ) ( )1( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
( )
i t i t
r sE E A t e A t i t A t et t A t t t
Φ Φ ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂ = = + Φ 
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂  
. 
While ( ) 0A t ≠ , we can divide by *r sE E and take the imaginary part to pull out 
( ) *
*
1Imp r s
r s
t
E E
t E E t
ω
∂Φ  ∂
= =  ∂ ∂ 
.   
A very common method of analysis of PDV data is to compute short-time spectra, and to take the signal 
frequency as the peak of the sideband spectrum.  In section 2.2, we venture into frequency space to see 
what assumptions are needed to obtain a similar relation between the peak frequency and the scattered 
light field.   
 
2.2 Relating instantaneous-sideband peak-frequency in a heterodyne-detection signal-spectrum  
to time dependent optical fields – frequency domain picture 
For concreteness, we will use the Fourier transform and Dirac delta function defined in symmetric form 
by  
1( ) ( )
2
i tf t dt e Fω ω
p
∞
−
−∞
= ∫ ,  
1( ) ( )
2
i tF dt e f tωω
p
∞
−∞
= ∫ ,   { } { }tqpedqp ipq ,,,2
1)( ω
p
δ ∈= ∫
∞
∞−
. 
(We chose to use the Fourier transform in the derivation of pω for its convenient connection to the 
Dirac delta function ( )pδ ).  Figure 1.2.2 depicts the different parts of the spectrum
−+ +++= PPPPP sr)(ω which are related to terms in ( ) −+ +++= pppptp sr .   The background 
consists of a delta function rP  from the constant reference power, and a scattered light amplitude 
spectrum sP that straddles zero frequency.   For experiments with uniform particle velocities pu
δ
, the 
signal sideband spectra +P  and −P will have single, well-separated peaks with peak frequencies at pω±  
nearly proportional to pxu .   
Short time spectra are obtained by multiplying )(tp by a peaked window function )(tg  that goes to zero 
for t  large.  The short time spectrum )(ωS at time 0t can be written in two ways by substituting the 
Fourier transforms for g G⇐ and p P⇐  
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The last expression is obtained from the first after using the definition of the delta function.  In the 
frequency domain, the short time spectrum −+ +++= SSSSS sr)(ω is a convolution of G  and a 
spectrum of the time shifted −+ +++= ppppp sr .   
During PDV spectral analysis, one may compute real-valued amplitudes { } 2/1*SSS = taken at a 
sequence of times (a spectral image) and search for trends of peaks as ridges in a frequency-time 
surface plot.   For our simulation involving analytical functions with no noise, it is convenient to use the 
zero value of the derivative at the spectral peak to find the peak frequency.  The same peak frequencies
pω occur for the amplitude { } 2/1*SSS = and or the signal-spectral power, *SS .    To avoid working 
with the square roots, we may find pω  for a simulated experiment by setting 
( ) 0*Re0* =






∂
∂
⇒≡
∂
∂
pp
SSSS
ωω ωω
.   
A variety of short-time window functions are possible in spectral analysis.  In this derivation for pω  we 
use one possible choice with )(tg  selected to be a real-valued Gaussian function centered at 0=t  with 
one standard deviation width τ ,  and )()( tgtg −= .  During this derivation for the instantaneous peak 
frequency pω  it is convenient that:   the frequency transform )(ωG  is a real-valued Gaussian centered 
at 0=ω with width τ/1 ;  that it’s derivative )(/)( 2 ωωτωω GG −=∂∂  acquires a factor of ω ;  that 
the transform of a product ( )ωω P  is a time derivative ttpi ∂∂ /)( ; and that we can make the choice of 
)(tg  disappear from the result by taking 0→τ  with )(tg taking on the properties of the Dirac delta 
function )()( ttg δ→ .   
PDV spectral analysis is un-defined for sampled data and 0→τ .  Once we take 0→τ , experimentally 
minded folks should note that intermediate expressions pass beyond applicability to PDV data analysis.  
The utility of this approach for deriving pω  arises in simulations of the measured frequency.   
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Taking the derivative of the signal-power spectrum ( ) 0/* =∂∂
p
SS
ω
ω evaluated at pω  we obtain an 
integral relation for pω :   
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To avoid dividing by zero in the denominator during algebraic manipulations, we require a non-zero 
spectral-peak power in a region of interest (an easy requirement to satisfy, otherwise what is the 
point?):   
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Rearranging, we arrive at an integral relation involving the peak frequency pω :   
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Rushing to take the zero-width limit, we are halted on finding 0→pω  until we realize the delta 
function in the DC part of the reference rP  captures the value for pω .  We are reminded that in PDV 
analysis and for our derivation of pω from diffraction theory of a moving target, it is useful to select a 
portion of the spectrum in a region of interest, and to ignore the remainder of the spectrum (especially 
the delta function at zero from the DC part of the light).  For our present purpose, we imagine a region 
of interest defined by a real-valued box function )(ωB  of unit amplitude with width ω∆ .  The approach 
we will use to find a peak at 0≠pω  within the signal spectrum )'(ω+P  is to select a region of interest 
function )'(ωB with range selected to exclude the delta function from rP  at 0=ω , and by replacing 
)'()'()'( ωωω PBP → .  For )'(ω+P narrow enough that it does not overlap rP  (e.g., for a moving 
target), then )'()'()'()'()'( ωωωωω sPBPPB += + .  In the following, we will find we do not need to 
remove the residual overlapping term )'()'( ωω sPB , but can use a trick to make it arbitrarily small.      
The spectrum )'(' ωω P is the spectrum of the derivative ttpi ∂∂ /)( , which can be verified by
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Substituting into the numerator of pω gives 
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An expression for the denominator is obtained in similar fashion.  Substituting back the Fourier 
transforms for gG ⇔ ,  ++ ⇔ pP , qBPs ⇔ and tpiP ∂∂⇔ /ω relates pω to the time domain 
functions and their derivatives as 
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We changed the denominator and extracted an “error” term from the integral expressions in pω of 
order ( )rEAO /ω∆ .  The error term can be made arbitrarily small by letting the reference field rE  be 
arbitrarily large compared to the amplitude of the scattered light A .   
At this point we feel we need to make a distinction between experiments and simulations, since a real 
experimentalist’s intuition should be uneasy about a zero value for / rA E  .  Real optical detectors 
always have some maximum allowable optical power (a thermal limitation), and an optimum power 
(due to non-linearity on the way to full saturation).  The reference power at a detector cannot be made 
arbitrarily large.  Due to photon shot noise in the reference, electronic noise, and the minimum bit-size 
of a digital recorder, an experimentalist may see that taking 0/ →rEA  as having no signal at all.  But 
in a continuous simulation with no noise, there is no problem with having a nonzero scattered light 
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amplitude and raising the reference to suppress the amplitude modulation spectrum )'()'( ωω sPB that 
leaks into the region of interest.  After filtering +p out of +→ pp  while ensuring 0)( ≠+ pS ω  and 
letting AEr / be arbitrarily large, we may take these expressions to the instantaneous limit 0→τ .  In 
the limit 0→τ , )()( ttg δ→ .  Fortunately this removes explicit dependence on pω inside the integrals 
( 1'' →ti pe ω ).  And we arrive at the desired result relating the instantaneous peak frequency to the time 
varying fields:   
 
The integrals over time are gone.  Here, we arrive at an identity relation for the peak in the side band 
spectrum )(tpω based on the time domain function )()(
* tEtE sr arising from a cross term in the 
detected optical power and its time rate of change ( ) tEE sr ∂∂ /* .  The arbitrarily large factor for the 
amplitude rE ratios out, but it is more compact to write this explicitly with a factor of
*
rE for reasons 
that will become apparent much later when we take the time derivative inside an integral for sE .   
We claim without showing the details that an alternative derivation can be performed starting with an 
average ( ) ( )SSdSSd
BBm
** / ωωωωω ∫∫==  instead of the frequency-derivative of the power 
spectrum.  After substituting )(ωS from the integral expressions involving )'()'( 0ttptg + , one finds that 
taking the limit 0→τ  involves a products of delta functions.  Generally, there are difficulties for 
defining the effect of products of delta functions in integrals.  But for this particular derivation, one finds 
the limit 0→τ  can be defined when one takes the limit for the ratio of the numerator and denominator 
simultaneously (there is an extra factor of τ needed that is conveniently dealt with in the ratio).  In the 
limit of narrow time window in the average, we obtain the same value pm ωω → .  This supports our 
hypothesis that the value and expression for pω exists and is unique.   
When sr EE
*  can be written in the form * ( )( ) i tr s rE E E A t e
Φ= , we find that pω  is simply and precisely 
the value one might expect from a heuristic argument,  
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i.e., that the instantaneous peak frequency is the time rate of change of the phase difference between 
the reference and the total scattered field.  This is true without further approximation.  In addition, 
these expression are applicable to any number of spatial dimensions (keeping in mind are working with 
a nearly one dimensional scalar approximation).  The requirements for these expressions to be correct 
are +P is zero for non-positive frequencies and for there to be a non-zero peak power 0)( ≠+ pP ω .  
This derivation does not depend on a constant particle velocity (although in simulations below we will 
satisfy partially the requirement of separable spectra by restricting pu
δ
to be uniform and constant).   
The utility of an expression for the instantaneous sideband peak frequency pω written in terms of a 
product of time dependent fields )()( * tEtE sr is at least two fold.  These expressions are not applicable 
to PDV data analysis.  The real power of these relations will become apparent when we can relate sE to 
an experiment configuration through diffraction theory (Chapter 3).  After developing and incorporating 
an expression for sE  (Chapter 4), we gain insights into what PDV measures (Sections 4.2-4.4).  
Additional utility of analytic integrand expressions involving time dependent * ( )r sE E t    in three 
dimensions arises later in considerations related to efficiency of computation of )(tEs .  For example, 
instead of estimating tp ∂Φ−∂= /ω from the phase of the complete integral at two closely spaced time 
steps, we may bring the time derivative inside the analytical expression for the integral sr EE
*  and write 
down an algebraic expression for the derivative before numerical integration.  Using this approach 
requires integration only over space (target coordinates and aperture coordinates) at one time step to 
obtain tp ∂Φ−∂= /ω  (which provides some increase in computational efficiency).     
 
2.3 The instantaneous peak frequency is equivalent to the real part of a sum involving  
a delicate balance of complex-valued weights (i.e., not a statistical average) 
A decomposition of sE into a spectrum of harmonic functions provides an insight into the relationship of
pω  to an underlying spectrum of Doppler shifts.  From the perspective of the laser source, the laser field 
is a function of space and time ( ) ( ( , ))E r Exp i r tφ
 
δ δ
.  For a continuous wave laser with phase ( , )r tφ

δ
 
advancing linearly in time in the same manner everywhere, its spectrum is a delta function, i.e., is 
harmonic.  From the target’s perspective, the laser source is moving, and the field acquires some 
amplitude modulation.  Also, the delay ( )tTT =  between a scattering event and the detector depends 
on a path between scattering event and detector, and is slightly non-linear in time for any individual 
path (we will write down a closed form expression for this in section 3.5).  As a consequence, the phase 
in individual scattered fields iE does not advance strictly linearly, and iE  is not perfectly harmonic, i.e., 
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is not purely of the form ( ) tii rieE
ωω +− with phase ( )i r tω ω+  advancing linearly in time.  The total 
phase difference ( )tΦ  is slightly nonlinear.   
On the other hand, any reasonable field (satisfying Maxwell’s equations) can be expressed as a 
superposition of harmonic fields using Fourier transforms (we review these ideas in section 3.3.1).  In 
principle, it should be possible to fully transform each of the individual time dependent scattered fields 
at the detector into a spectrum of harmonic functions 
( )∑∑ +−−==
j
tii
ij
j
iji
rijij eeEEE ωωϕ ,  
where ijie ϕ− are initial phase factors, and phases trij 



 +ωω  advance linearly.  The total scattered field 
is a sum of harmonic functions 
( )∑∑ +−−==
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tii
ij
i
is
rijij eeEEE
,
ωωϕ .   
Expanded in harmonic functions, the individual scattered fields iE consist of a spectrum of frequencies 
rij ωω +  written as shifts ijω  that are small compared to rω with initial phases ijϕ .   With the scattered 
field ultimately expanding to a spectrum of harmonic fields we would find that the instantaneous 
sideband peak frequency pω takes the form 
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This form for the peak in the signal spectrum pω  arises as a consequence of using a heterodyning 
technique with optical interference between two different fields, one of which as a narrow spectrum.  
The expression has similarities to an average over the spectral content i jω with weights i jE from 
individual scattered fields.  Notice that the derivation of this expression was in a classical limit of high 
reference-optical power and the averaging should not be confused with a statistical average.  Also, the 
“weights”, i jE , in the “average” are not real positive probabilities such as 
2
ijE .  Even after taking the 
real part of ∑
ji
ijij EE
,
/  the peak frequency pω has positive and negative contributions 
,
Re /i j i j i j
i j
E Eω
 
 
 
∑  depending on the phases of i jE .  In this “weighted average,” there is a possibility 
of cancellations between terms with similar amplitude and opposite sign.  These cancellations arise in a 
manner similar to “interference” during the detection of the optical powers, but strictly speaking we 
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may not want to confuse these cancellations directly with “optical interference” because this is not an 
expression for an optical power.   
In the next chapter, we will write down )(tEE ii = using an approximation from diffraction theory 
developed for an optical system and moving target.  For reasons of computational convenience, we will 
not carry out the transform to a sum of harmonic functions.  But because )(tEi can be nearly harmonic 
we will find that under special limiting circumstances that the expressions have similarities to this 
average over harmonic functions.    And we will see how for nearly symmetric configurations (Sections 
4.2 and 4.3), that cancellations take place in a delicate balancing act that can be slightly disrupted by 
small “irregularities” (chapter 5).    
 
 
CHAPTER 3. The detected field 
 
3.1  Classical electromagnetic wave propagation and point-wise matter-field scattering 
A target moves in a laser field.  Laser light is scattered from the target.  The scattered field is collected 
and returned to a detector and mixed with a reference field.  A detected signal is generated.   
In this chapter, we develop a diffraction theory adapted for a lens-based probe and for a moving target.  
We will make approximations.  The theory is not exact.  We believe the approximations allow insights 
into how PDV works.   
We derive approximate expressions for the detected portion of the total time-dependent scattered-light 
field based on diffraction theory.  We include target motion and lenses.  Near the end of this chapter, 
we write down the instantaneous peak frequency (see section 2.1 and 2.2) in terms of the time 
dependent fields.  We explore the similarities of these expressions to the expression for a complete 
expansion in harmonic functions from the last chapter (section 2.3).  This approximation allows insights 
into the essential elements needed to simulate the field and instantaneous peak frequency in a PDV 
experiment.  We will show later how to use this derivation in numerical calculations of the side-band 
peak frequency with and without surface roughness (chapter 5).     
We will work with results from classical electrodynamics needed for wave propagation and diffraction 
theory.  For the superposition of waves after a “reflection” from a moving target, we borrow inspiration 
from the foundations of quantum mechanics related to the “wave-particle” duality:  Light propagates in 
the available space as a wave.  When light encounters matter, light-matter interactions occur at points – 
these interactions are discrete in time, countable, and localized.   
Point-wise matter-field interactions should not be surprising and the reader familiar with optical 
detection has seen it’s effects.  The underlying particle nature of discrete-photon detection can be 
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discerned by observing the noise in a detector signal with the light turned on or off.  Photon shot noise 
is an indication that photons are detected discretely and carry an element of Poissonian probability for 
the detection of a mean number of photons per unit time.  In our derivation for PDV scattered light, we 
will be interested in the side-band peak frequency for the “mean” detected power in a classical 
(average) sense.  In this derivation we will ignore detection shot noise and work in the classical limit 
where power is raised high enough that we can ignore shot-noise fluctuations relative to the mean 
value.  This means we will not be sensitive to the idea that energy is carried as lumps called photons 
while propagating as a wave.  But we believe it is essential to keep the notion of spatially localized 
mater-field interactions to reflect what actually happens in a PDV measurement. 
On its face, the following derivation is based on classical electrodynamics, classical wave optics, and 
scalar diffraction theories (and includes ideas consistent with relativistic electrodynamics arguments).  
But to return light, we need to include an “optical reflection” from a moving target.  We regard the 
reflection as a series of point-like “scattering events” and think of this as related to discrete point-like 
interactions.  By “point-wise,” we will mean that the interaction between charges in the target and the 
field occurs at points in space and time, and a “new” field is generated and propagates away as if 
generated by a collection of moving point sources.  By “coherent” we will mean the scattered light from 
each scattering point has a definite-phase relationship to the phase of the source field at the point 
where the scattering occurs, and that we sum amplitudes before detecting the classical power in the 
field.  Using wave optics and including coherent point-wise discreteness in the “reflection” we will 
obtain a result consistent with phenomena observed in PDV:   PDV appears to measure precisely the 
component of the velocity along the beam direction, xrp βωω 2= .  Using a three dimensional field 
theory, we gain an additional insight that the heterodyne signal frequency involves a delicate balance of 
contributions from a narrow distribution of frequency values with complex-valued weights that depend 
on the propagation phases.  Under circumstances where the paths followed to the detector involve 
large angles away from the optic axis (for example when using a large lens), the distribution of 
frequencies can have a width on the order of 1 % . 
 
3.2  Setting up a field calculation for a flat surface traveling at constant uniform velocity  
with confocal illumination, and observation using a probe with lens and optical fiber 
The following diagram 3.2.1 is an abstraction of quantities of interest in a three dimensional PDV 
experiment with a lensed probe.  For a derivation of the detected field, we are interested in:  an optical 
fiber with end-face center at point 0P ; a “probe body” consisting of an opaque screen with aperture A ;  
two  closely spaced “thin” lenses in the aperture with position-dependent phase delays fkδ and δk ; 
and a moving target traveling with particle velocity pu
δ
.   We may occasionally refer to the left lens 
labelled with phase delay fkδ as the fiber lens, and right lens with phase delay δk as the target lens.   
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Figure 3.2.1.  Abstraction of a PDV confocal-probe experiment configuration to be used in a diffraction calculation.   
We describe the target classically as a set of points labeled with an index i  (in a very loose sense we may 
think of i  as a particle summation index).  We now restrict this discussion to the case where all target 
points move with uniform constant particle velocity pu
δ
.  At some earlier time 0=t , the set of target 
points had initial positions 0ir
δ
.  With constant uniform particle velocity, all the target points move along 
parallel straight lines described by pii utrr
δδδ
+= 0 .   
The lenses are centered on the fiber axis.   The lenses and fiber define an optical axis.  In the diagram we 
label the optic axis with direction xˆ .  Later, we will imagine a coordinate origin in the aperture plane 
with two additional orthogonal directions yˆ and zˆ in the plane of the aperture (not shown).   
The laser field (not shown) emerges from the fiber.  The lenses cause the laser field to converge and 
diverge with symmetry axis along the optical axis xˆ .  We may sometimes refer colloquially to a “laser 
beam direction.”  Due to curvature of phase fronts in a converging-diverging Gaussian beam the power 
in the field does not propagate strictly parallel to xˆ , but it is symmetric about optical axis xˆ .   
Since we will use a point-wise scattering description, and since the motion of the target is described by 
the motion of points pii utrr
δδδ
+= 0 , one way to describe the detected-field superposition is a sum of 
fields scattered from source points traveling along lines, pii utrr
δδδ
+= 0 , with appropriate time 
retardation and scattering amplitude derived from the amplitude of the laser field.    
We consider the set of target particles to be reflective and “opaque” on a length scale much smaller 
than the wavelength – we ignore multiple scattering.   A flat, opaque and reflective surface with a short 
skin depth much shorter than the wavelength is an example of a target that does not need to be 
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described by multiple scattering.   The initial positions of points in the target are labelled 0ir
δ
.  We allow 
the orientation of a flat target surface to be arbitrary and described by surface normal nˆ .  We will 
connect nˆ  with the 0ir
δ
description later.   In this derivation, we consider the velocity pu
δ
 and target-
surface normal nˆ  to be arbitrary and independent of the optical axis xˆ .    
Real lenses are finite in extent.   Lenses must be held by some device (a metal tube, for example), which 
also prevents light from going around the lenses.  For an absorbing enclosure surrounding the aperture 
and fiber, the shape of the enclosure is irrelevant.  We represent the lens tube as a completely 
absorbing opaque and flat barrier with transparent aperture A .  For mathematical convenience, we will 
approximate the lenses as infinitesimally thin and separated an infinitesimal distance from the aperture 
(for this approximate calculation we will take the lenses to be “in” the aperture in section 3.3.2).   
Two lenses are equivalent to one lens by summing the optical delays.  One reason for introducing two 
closely spaced lenses is the convenience of being able to arrange independent functional forms for 
and with independent focal distances.  For efficient light collection, we may arrange for the fiber-
end face to be positioned “at the focal distance” 0R from the fiber lens  (the mathematically 
convenient consequences of placing the fiber at the focus of one of the lenses will become apparent at 
the end of section 3.3.2.).   
Laser light is scattered at points labelled i .  Scattered light propagates in all accessible directions.  Due to 
the opaque screen (lens holder), the field at the fiber arises from a superposition of scattered light that 
“fills” the aperture and lenses and propagates to the fiber.  A part of the scattered light field that 
“overlaps” a guided-field mode in the plane of the fiber end face is coupled into and guided back to the 
detector on the fiber.  On its way to the collection fiber, the scattered light field need not resemble the 
narrower laser beam (the lens-aperture size may affect the PDV signal).   
Later we will add a small amount of static roughness to the target surface.   We will add roughness to 
the initial positions 0ir
δ
of a flat, tilted surface with normal nˆ .  We will ignore multiple scattering as this 
adds another layer of “random” but static phase shifts, and we will consider this to be part of the 
roughness.  In chapter 5 we will show examples with and without roughness and the effects of 
roughness combined with tilt on the summation of field phases.   
 
3.3 Diffraction of the aperture field at the fiber 
In this section, we consider how the field at points P  near the fiber are related to the scattered fields in 
the aperture A .  Later we will return to the task of writing down how the fields scattered from the 
target are propagated to the aperture (section 3.4).  This will set the stage for how we include retarded-
time dependence in the expression for the fields that we will use to calculate the instantaneous 
frequency.  For lens not too large and target not close to the lens, PDV light propagation is paraxial, or 
δk
fkδ
fkδ
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rather very nearly along the optical axis.  The fields are very nearly transverse to the optical axis.  We 
approximate the detected field using a scalar value for the transverse field.   
3.3.1 Review of scalar diffraction theory 
It is useful to review notions related to classical scalar wave propagation and diffraction from Born & 
Wolf, Goodman, and Jackson.  The reason for considering a scalar theory is that PDV fields are nearly 
transverse to the optic axis.  We need only consider the transverse scalar component.   Scalar 
components of an electromagnetic field propagate while satisfying the wave equation:  
2222 / tEEc ∂∂=∇ .  A physically reasonable field component E  can be written as a superposition of 
harmonic fields (each having a phase advancing linearly as tω ):  ( ) tieUdE ωωωp −∞∞−∫= 2/1 .  The 
spectrum of harmonic functions ( ) tieEdU ωω ωp ∫
∞
∞−
= 2/1  are functions of space.  By expanding in 
frequency components ωU , the time dependence drops out of the wave equation and the ωU
components satisfy the Helmholtz equation, 022 =+∇ ωω UkU , where kc=ω .  Green’s second 
theorem for fields relates a volume integral to an enclosing-surface integral.  A Green’s function in two 
vectors 'xδ and xδ  that satisfies )'(22 xxGkG δδ −−=+∇ δ  can be used to convert Green’s second theorem 
to a relation between a closed-surface integral and a point inside.  Consider the closed surface S and 
internal points P (Figure 3.2.1).  (In some places we will write functions as having a symbolic 
dependence on quantities labelled , ,A S P without reference to a coordinate frame).  Kirchhoff showed 
that for a Green’s function ),( PSG and harmonic field )(SUω  satisfying Helmholtz’s equation on the 
surface S , the field )(PUω everywhere inside the enclosure at points is determined by an integral on 
the enclosure surface S involving gradients of )(SUω and ),( PSG :   
[ ]))(ˆ(),()),(ˆ()()( SUnPSGPSGnSUdSPU SSSS
S
ωωω ∇⋅−∇⋅= ∫∫
δδ
 
(see for example Born and Wolf, Goodman, or Jackson).  The gradient SSn ∇⋅
δ
ˆ is taken in the direction
Snˆ  normal to the enclosure S as shown in the Fig. 3.2.1.  Functions H that satisfy a Helmholtz equation
022 =+∇ HkH  can be added to a particular Green’s function which creates a family of Green’s 
functions HG + .  An example of ωU  or H  is a harmonic field that propagates outwards from a point 
as a spherical wave proportional to ( ) re trki /ω− , who’s amplitude decreases inversely with distance,  
1/ r , and phase ( )kr t k r ctω− = − has the same value for a sphere expanding outwards with r ct= .  
Rayleigh and Sommerfeld exploited the fact that the Green’s function in the expression above is actually 
any one of a family of solutions HG +  and used this freedom to adjust 0),( =PSG  on the enclosure 
surface (the term with ˆ ( )S Sn U Sω⋅∇
δ
 drops from the integral expression leaving the ( )U Sω  term).  
They allowed the gradient GS∇
δ
to be non-zero (otherwise the other term drops, and there is no field 
P
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)(PUω inside; Rayleigh and Sommerfeld corrected this inconsistency in the original formulation by 
Fresnel and Kirchhoff.  See Jackson or Goodman for a discussion of this problem.  The author believes 
the often revered Born and Wolf are not clear on this point.).  For convenience, we imagine that the 
space between the lens aperture and fiber is enclosed inside absorbing walls so that 0)( =SUω at the 
inner surfaces of the optical probe, except in the lens aperture (the problem of our “lens tube” not being 
the same as an “aperture plate” is removed by black walls).   
For the moment we imagine that the remaining non-zero part of )(SUω in the aperture is known.  We 
will see below when calculating this scattered light field from a moving target the fields at the aperture 
are not harmonic (see discussion in section 3.4 including the idea that the target sees the spatially 
dependent laser field from a moving source), i.e., that they have a spectrum of frequencies that varies in 
time.  And we will need to relate the time varying fields with a spectrum on the aperture to the field at 
the fiber.  By transforming a spectrum of harmonic functions back to time dependent fields, we can 
write the time dependent solution near the fiber as 
( ) 1 ˆ( , ) 1/ 2 ( ) ( ( , ) )
2
i t i t
S S
S
E P t d U e dS d e U S n G S Pω ωω ωp ω ωp
∞ ∞− −
−∞ −∞
 = = ⋅ ∇ ∫ ∫∫ ∫
δ
 
The reader is referred to Jackson’s expression 9.130 for Dirichlet’s form for G  near a flat-plane that 
limits to 0),( =PSG  on S .  ( , )G S P  can be arranged to satisfy the Green’s and Helmholtz equations 
and satisfy the boundary condition 0),( =PSG  in the aperture with two spherical-wave like terms 
reflected about the aperture plane that cancel in the aperture (also known as the method of images).  
The gradient in the aperture is non-zero and becomes 
[ ]0 3
1ˆ ( , ) 1 2
2
PSikR
S S PS
PS
en G S P R ikR
Rp
⋅ ∇ = − −
δ
.   
Now there are two terms.  Note that the gradient of ( , )G S P pulls a frequency and wavelength 
dependent factor /ik i cω=  from the phase factor down into the amplitude for one of the terms.  For 
the usual configuration with 1PSkR >>  , the amplitude of the wavelength dependent term is large.      
 
3.3.2 Including the fiber lens in the aperture-fiber diffraction calculation 
As a convenient approximation, we will take the lenses to be infinitesimally thin.  The fiber-lens phase 
delay ( )f f ak k rδ δ=
δ
depends on points in the aperture ar
δ
.  We regard the apparent thickness, ( )f arδ
δ
, 
as being due to an index of refraction variation and ignore the actual thickness.  Next, we imagine a limit 
where the enclosure S  and thin lenses labelled and all coalesce into the aperture plane A and 
occupy the same points ar
δ
in the aperture.  In this limit, the field on the enclosure S  is related to the 
field in the aperture A by the phase shift introduced by the fiber lens,  
δk fkδ
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fikeAUSU δωω )()( = .  
Next we examine the field near the fiber.  A single mode optical fiber has core diameter on the order of 
several wavelengths (PDV laser wavelengths are typically 1.55 microns, and SMF-28e fiber has a core 
diameter of 9 microns).  For aperture-to-fiber distance oR that is several times larger than the aperture 
diameter, the spatial variation of the field at the fiber does not change rapidly as we change the 
observation point P near 0P .  For the coupling of scattered fields into the core, we will use another 
approximation – we will take the amplitude of the guided mode to be proportional to the field at the 
point 0P and replace ),(),( 0 tPEtPE → .  (There is a weakness in the present approximation for rays 
with large angles into the fiber – see the discussion on this point in section 3.3.3).  Because the field is 
zero everywhere on S accept for points in the aperture A , the remaining nonzero part of the integral of 
the scattered light fields over the aperture area becomes 
( )
3
1 1( , ) ( ) 1 2
22
PA f
o
o
i kR k
i t
o o P A
P AA
eE P t dA d e U A R ikR
R
δ
ω
ωω pp
+
∞ −
−∞
 −  = −  
  
∫∫ ∫  
oP A
R is the distance from points ar
δ
 in the aperture to the fiber point oP .  The phase delay oP Ak R
between points in the aperture and the fiber increases for ar
δ
increasing away from the optical axis.   
A requirement for imaging between a pair of stationary points is the phase delays add constructively for 
all paths between the pair and through a lens -- constructive interference is satisfied if the lens delay 
compensates for the path length differences.  For this work, we choose the fiber oP to be “at the focus 
of the fiber lens.”  The conjugate image position is at infinity.  Since the delays on the infinite side are all 
the same, placing the fiber at the focus of the fiber lens is equivalent to choosing the same value
( ) ( )
of f a P A a
kR k r kR rδ≡ +δ δ  for all points ar
δ
.  Notice that while the total phase fkR  is the same for all 
aperture points, this value does vary with the wavelength.  But here is a trick we use:  for the infinite-
focus arrangement to one point, the time delay between all points in the aperture to the fiber point oP
has same value cRf / .   
There are two frequency and wavelength dependent phase factors in the integral:  one from the 
frequency-time transform tie ω− , and the aperture-point independent value ( )fi kRe .  In free space, 
kc=ω ,  ( )/f ft kR t R cω ω− + = − −  , and the phase factors combine to give 
( )/
2
1 1 1 1( , ) 2 ( )
2 2
f
o o
i t R c
o o
P A P AA
E P t R dA d e i U A
R R c
ω
ω
ωω
p p
∞ − −
−∞
 −
= − 
  
∫∫ ∫  
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Below, we will note that the scattered light field is not strictly harmonic, and it will be convenient to 
work with the time domain fields and may not be convenient to transform the scattered light to the 
spectrum ( )U Aω .  We do this also because we want a time dependent field for the instantaneous 
frequency calculation.  By taking a time derivative of a Fourier transform integral one may verify that the 
transform of ωω U is tEi ∂∂ / .  We return to the time domain by substituting the transforms EU ⇔ω  
and tEiU ∂∂⇔ /ωω .  With lens defined to provide position independent phase delay to oP , ( , )oE P t  
at the fiber is related to an integral of ( )cRtAE f /, −  in the aperture at earlier time cRt f /− :   
2
1 1 1 1( , ) 2 ,
2
o o
f
o o
P A P AA
R
E P t R dA E A t
R R c t cp
   − ∂ = + −   ∂    
∫∫  
Inserting the infinite-focus fiber lens has these unusual effects:  The field E  incident on an aperture A  
with spectrum Uω  propagates after delay /fR c  to the point oP .  We call this the detected field.  And 
with our focusing lens in place to collect all the fields on the aperture and focus them on the fiber, the 
detected field is a superposition of field components ( ), /fE A t R c− that arrived simultaneously at 
the aperture.    
But this expression says there is a second field that depends on the time derivative of the field in the 
aperture.  Why?  In order for the absorbing screen to “stop” the incident field, this is equivalent to the 
screen “emitting” another field.    It seems oddly remarkable that with the lens in place this “extra” field 
needed to cancel the incident field on the absorbing screen outside the lens aperture is exactly the time 
derivative of the field summed over points inside the aperture.  Also, since E oscillates at a rate close to 
rω , / 2 /r cω p λ= , and since oP AR λ>>  , it will turn out below that the summation of the time 
derivative of the field over the aperture is more important than summation of the field itself in the 
aperture (an unavoidable conclusion is strangely uncomfortable:  with the fiber lens in place, the 
detected field seems to be determined mainly by an equivalent field added to stop the incident field at 
the opaque screen).   
In the following, we will be interested in time delays between pairs of scattering events and points in the 
aperture.  From this point on, it will be more convenient to shift our origin of time so that time is 
measure at the aperture time cRtt fa /−=  and write 
( )2
1 1 1 1, 2 ,
2
o o
f
o a o a
P A P AA
R
E P t R dA E A t
c R R c tp
   − ∂ + = +   ∂    
∫∫  
The time dependent field at the fiber at /a ft R c+  is connected with a superposition of fields and their 
time derivatives that occur simultaneously at the aperture at at .   
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3.3.3  Comment on lack of integration over the fiber end face 
We briefly examine a possible improvement in the approximation where we took the field at the fiber 
end face that propagates in the fiber as the value at the center of the single mode fiber:  
),(),( 0 tPEtPE → .  A single mode fiber propagates a single Gaussian spatial mode.  It should be 
possible to expand the diffraction field ( , )E P t  in a complete set of orthogonal functions with the 
symmetry of the fiber, one of which is the fiber’s Gaussian-electromagnetic mode.  A better 
approximation for the detected field would be to “couple” the diffraction field calculation to the 
Gaussian mode by sifting out the amplitude of that function from an expansion in a set of functions.  If 
( )fG P is the fiber mode, then the part of the diffraction field that propagates is proportional to 
( ) ( , )f fdA G P E P t∫ .  I.e., instead of taking ),(),( 0 tPEtPE → as the detected field, a better 
approximation would be to integrate over the Gaussian component at the fiber and replace 
( , ) ( ) ( , )f fE P t dA G P E P t→ ∫ .  For points P  near and not at oP ,  this introduces an additional phase 
shift ( , )k A Pδ  that depends on both aperture and fiber coordinates.  By taking the Fourier transform 
( ) ( )U A E tω →  at fixed aperture and fiber coordinates, the net effect in the detected field calculation is 
to replace the field inside the diffraction integral with 
( ) ( ), / , ( ( , )) /f fE A t R c E A t R A P cδ− → − + . 
Intuition says the net effect should be to cause a spatial oscillation of the field over the fiber end face 
and alter or suppress coupling at large angles into the fiber.  For simulations involving integration over 
the target, aperture, and fiber, this requires integration in six dimensions.  In this report, the author 
avoids the increase in computation time for an integration over the fiber end face, and instead uses 
),(),( 0 tPEtPE → for the detected field.  This should be an adequate approximation for large 
experiment aspect ratios.  Large angles from large aperture points may be slightly overrepresented in 
the present simulations.   
   
3.4 Scalar light-field components scattered from target to aperture in the paraxial approximation  
We shift our attention to deriving the field in the aperture ( )atAE , .  The field in the aperture is from 
the field scattered from the target.  We will obtain a result that is exact in the phase.  For this paraxial 
scalar approximation we claim the amplitude is good to about 0.5 %.  The field at a point in the aperture 
ar
δ
is a superposition of scattered fields delayed from points ir
δ
 in the target.  We will calculate the field 
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component iaE for a pair of points ai rr
δδ , , and perform a superposition of the scattered light fields by 
integrating over the target and aperture.      
In order to see easily the form of the scattered light from the moving target, we will shift our frame of 
reference between the aperture (stationary in the laboratory frame) and the rest frame of our moving 
target (by frame we mean one moving with constant velocity relative to the other, pu
δ
).  We will break 
this problem down into two parts, one for the phases, and one for the amplitudes.  In the derivation we 
will use:  invariance for the value of the phase and speed of light observed in different reference frames, 
the constant value of the phase on a spherical wave surface, and the fact that the amplitude transforms 
to the same value with additional small terms of order β .   
An observer in the rest frame of the target uses primed coordinates ',' trδ , and an observer in the 
laboratory frame uses un-primed tr ,δ .  Two observers that see the same physical event such as 
absorption or scattering describe the space time event location with different numbers )'('' trr δδ =  or 
)(trr δδ = .   A continuous-wave laser field in the laboratory frame is a harmonic function, 

ϕieE .  In the 
lab frame, the laser phase ),( trδ

ϕ has a space-independent term t

ω that advances the same way in 
time for all points in space, i.e., it’s spectrum measured anywhere in the lab frame is a delta function at
ω

.  The dependence of )(rE δ

and ),( trδ

ϕ on spatial coordinates is nonlinear.  As viewed from the 
target, the laser source is moving.  The amplitude picks up time dependence )','('' trEE δ

= , and the 
phase '( ', ')r tφ

δ
becomes non-linear in time.   The field seen at the target 

'' ϕieE is no longer strictly 
harmonic (phase may advance nonlinearly in time), but for small relative velocity cup /=β  and slowly 
varying dependence of )(rE δ

and ),( trδ

ϕ  on rδ we expect the spectrum of 

'' ϕieE to be narrow.  But 
the laser spectrum is not a harmonic delta function in the target frame.   
We consider the form of the scattered wave in the target frame.  The laser field 

 '' ϕieE applies a force 
on a charge q with effective mass 'm resulting in acceleration '/'' 0'' meeEqa ii ϕϕ 


δ
= .  We include a phase 
shift 0'ϕie that depends on material response – we will consider only homogeneous materials where the 
phase shift is the same for all scattering events and this will drop out later.  In relativistic 
electrodynamics, an accelerated charge at 'ir
δ
has a transverse radiation field that propagates to 'rδ in the 
target frame as (see Jackson’s chapter 14) as  
( ) ( )
ret
ii
ret
i R
eeERR
cm
q
R
caRR
c
qE 




 ××
=




 ××
=
'
''ˆ'ˆ
''
/''ˆ'ˆ'
0''
2
2 ϕϕ



δ
δ
, 
where ''' irrR
δδ
δ
−=  and ''' irrR
δδ
−= .  The subscript “ret” means the expression for 'iE
δ
 at ( ', ')r tδ has the 
same value as the quantity in the square brackets evaluated at the earlier scattering-event time 
crrt i /'''
δδ
−− .   
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For this work, we will use a scalar paraxial approximation for the field amplitude good to about 0.5 % in 
the amplitude, and exact in the phase.  We consider only problems where the positions 'ir
δ
and 'rδ  are 
close to the optical axis and the beam convergence angle is less than 0.1 Radians.  The radiation fields 
(laser and scatter) are nearly transverse to the optic axis.  In this paraxial approximation 
( )ˆ ˆ' ' ' 'R R E E× × = −
 
δ


.  In the remainder of this work, we take the scalar amplitudes '

E and 'iE  as the 
transverse scalar components of the field '

δ
E and ignore small corrections for the amplitude away from 
the optical axis due to beam divergence-convergence and the dipolar variation of the scattered field 
with angle.  Because we ignore direction cosines in the components of '

δ
E , the paraxial approximation 
introduces an error of order %5.0~'ˆˆ1 <⋅− Rx in the amplitudes.  In the paraxial approximation we 
write the nearly-transverse scalar component of the scattered field 'iE as proportional to the nearly-
transverse scalar component of the laser field (and ignore the common overall phase shift):   
'2
2
''
' '
i
i
ret
E eqE
m c R
φ 
=  
 

 . 
(an improvement over this approach beyond the 0.5 % level for the amplitudes would include factors of 
order unity depending on angles).  The phase of 'iE  at time 't and distance 'R  is the same as the value 
'' i
ret
E e φ  


at the scattering event at earlier time at crrt i /'''
δδ
−−  (ignoring constant shifts in 
common).   When two observers compare measurements of the same propagating transverse 
electromagnetic field components E and /B E c≈ in two frames, the field components transform 
linearly as ''''' EEEBuEE p ≈−≈−= β .  When two observers compare notes, they say also that 
' ' /i ir r r r γ− ≈ −
δ δ δ δ
, 'mm γ=  and find that the factors ofγ roughly cancel for the scattered light 
amplitude 'ii EE =  (where )1/(1
22 βγ −=  is nearly equal to 1).  In other words at low velocities, the 
two observers see the same field amplitude 'ii EE =  with an error of order 
410−≤β , much smaller 
than our paraxial approximation error of 0.5 %.   
Phase values are frame invariant (any two observers see the same phase value for the same event), and 
the two observers agree exactly that '

ϕϕ = and '00 ϕϕ = .  Hence, to an approximation exact in phase 
and to within an error of order %5.0~'ˆˆ1 <⋅− Rx  for the amplitudes, and the complex-number value 
for the scattered light observed at the detector is  
[ ] [ ] 00 1'
''
1
'
' 2
2
''
2
2
ϕϕϕϕ i
ret
i
i
i
ret
i
i
ii eeErrmc
qeeE
rrcm
qEE 

δδδδ
−
=
−
== .   
At this level of approximation, the observers agree on the functional form and numerical value for the 
field, but the coordinate values used by the two observers in the expressions are different.  For a 
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harmonic laser field 

ϕieE  in the lab frame, we can write down a functional form for )(rEE δ

= and 
),( trδ

ϕϕ =  that satisfies the wave equation (we will introduce Gaussian beam expressions in 
sections 4.3 and 5.0).   We can use invariance of c and '

ϕϕ =  for the same scattering event observed 
in two difference reference frames to realize the functional form for the delayed coordinates in the 
expression i
ret
E e φ  


in the laboratory-frame coordinates.  When observers in the laboratory or 
target frames examine the scattered light on a spherical surface of radius irrcT
δδ
−=  or ''' irrcT
δδ
−= at 
a time delay T or 'T after the scattering event, the amplitude is found to have dipole variation in angles, 
but the phase is found to have the same constant value everywhere on the sphere (which is the same as 
the phase at the scattering event at the earlier times Tt − and '' Tt − ).  In other words, the two 
observers agree the laser has phase )'','('),( TtrTtr ii −=−
δδ

ϕϕ , where )( Ttrr ii −=
δδ
 and 
)''('' Ttrr ii −=
δδ
 are the functions for the positions at the scattering event time.  In the target frame, 
)''('' Ttrr ii −=
δδ
is a constant function.  In the lab frame, )( Ttrr ii −=
δδ
 changes in time t  because the 
target is moving with respect to the laboratory.  When the sphere of constant phase value equal to 
( , )ir t Tφ −
δ
reaches a point ar
δ
 in the aperture at time at , the scattered light phase sϕ at the aperture is 
related to the laser beam phase

ϕ at a scattering event that occurred at iaai Ttr −,
δ
 , i.e., via 
),(),( iaaiaas Ttrtr −=
δδ

ϕϕ .  In other words the scattered light originating at )( iaaii Ttrr −=
δδ
has scalar 
field value at the aperture with a functional dependence on laboratory coordinates as 
0
2
( , )
2
1 ( ) i a iai r t T iia i
a i
qE E r e e
mc r r
φ φ−=
−

δ

δ
δ δ
 
Due to phase invariance in the two frames and the constancy of the phase on the light sphere, the phase
),(),( iaaiaas Ttrtr −=
δδ

ϕϕ is exact.  Due to the paraxial approximation for the transverse scalar field, we 
may take the amplitude )( irEE
δ

=  to within an error %5.0~'ˆˆ1 <⋅− Rx ,  with the argument for the 
laser field ir
δ
now changing in time as the function )( iaaii Ttrr −=
δδ
.  This time dependence of the position 
argument in the field amplitude arises due to the apparent motion of the laser source in the target 
frame, and is part of the reason the scattered light field is no longer harmonic.   
Because the target is moving in the lab frame, the optical time delay between scattering event and 
aperture position is also a function of positions and time, ),,( aaiiaia trrTT
δδ
= .  In other words, we have 
two relations with )( iaaii Ttrr −=
δδ
 that depends on iaT  , and ),,( aaiiaia trrTT
δδ
= that depends on ir
δ
.  In 
order to write a closed form expression for iaE , we need to relate )( iaaii Ttrr −=
δδ
and ),,( aaiiaia trrTT
δδ
=
to an experiment configuration, solve for iaT and ir
δ
 separately in terms of experiment parameters (e.g., 
in terms of laser field function, initial positions 0ir
δ
, a uniform velocity pu
 , and lens delay )( ar
δ
δδ = ).   
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With a set of initial positions 0ir
δ
 traveling at constant, uniform mass velocity pu
δ
 with positions 
0i pr r t u= +
δ δ δ
, the positions of scattering events were 0( ) ( )i i a ia i ia pr r t T r t T u= − = + −
δ δ δ δ
.  With no target 
lens in the aperture, iaT is the time delay crrT iaia /
δδ
−=  for a spherical wave.   Our infinitesimally thin 
lenses do not take up physical space, but the target lens does have an effective thicknessδ .  The actual 
delay from scattering event to aperture has an additional delay due to the target lens, and so the 
relation for iaT including the additional delay in the lens is δ+−= iaia rrcT
δδ
.  Now, we to select a form 
for the lens effective thickness, )( ar
δ
δδ = , and solve for iaT  and ir
δ
 .   
 
3.5 Closed-form solutions for propagation time iaT and its derivative iaT   
including target-lens delay ( ) /ar cδ
δ
  
For the fiber lens, we had used a trick to define the lens delay that would give a constant time delay 
from aperture points to the fiber.  The reader may amuse himself by trying to create a perfect lens with 
constant phase delay between all object and image points in all of space for all of time and for all 
wavelengths.  The contradictions reached during this exercise may be taken as proof that there are no 
perfect lenses that can image all space-time points without aberration.  (This was not a problem for a 
single point at the end of the fiber).   
For the target lens we need to make a choice for the function )( ar
δ
δδ = in order to perform 
simulations.  We take a practical approach and chose a polynomial dependence that will create an 
image, albeit imperfect.  Following Yariv and Goodman, an adequate polynomial for a paraxial system is 
a simple quadratic in the radius aa rr
δ
= of an aperture point.  A phase delay of the form 
)2/()( 20 frkrk aa −= δδ
δ
 focuses a plane wave at focal distance f .  For our work we choose a nonzero 
value 0δ on the axis so that )( ar
δ
δδ = goes to zero at the aperture edges for a particular focal length f .     
For a particular experiment, there will be a set of initial positions 0ir
δ
for the target and particle velocity 
pu
 from which we may write down functions ( )i i a iar r t T= −
δ δ
.  In our present problem solution for an 
opaque reflective surface travelling uniformly with velocity pu
 , scattering events from one 0ir
δ
occur 
along a straight line piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+=  with events occurring at the earlier time a iat T− .    Due to the 
simplicity of the relation )( iaaii Ttrr −=
δδ
 for a constant pu
 , we are able to solve the pair of relations 
piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+=  and )( aiaia rrrcT
δδδ
δ+−=  algebraically at time t  to find iaT  in terms of constant 
values 0 , ,i a pr r u
δ δ δ
 and the delay )( ar
δ
δδ = .  The solution for iaT  is the non-negative value of  
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Here, ai rrr
 −=∆ 00  is the difference between target initial position and the aperture position, 
cup /


=β , and )1/(1 22 βγ −= .  This closed form expression for iaT is useful in numerical calculations 
where we consider the scattering events to occur along piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+=  with an amplitude for the 
events that we will connect with the laser amplitude.  The reader may find it simpler to set up 
calculations with 0ir
δ
 pulled back to a “place before the experiment starts” and avoid letting the problem 
evolve through the initial positions or through the aperture (one may need only a single choice for the 
±  sign in that case).  The reader may verify that in a very rough sense, iaT becomes more nonlinear for 
scattering events “close to the aperture” and becomes more nearly linear for scattering events “far from 
the aperture.”  For motion far and away from the aperture, the delay time back to the aperture iaT
asymptotes to a fixed fraction: 
(1 )ia a
T tβ
β
→
+
 
We will see later (e.g. section 4.3 for motion in a Gaussian laser field) that an expression for the rate of 
change tTia ∂∂ /  is needed for an understanding of the Doppler shift.  Instead of taking the derivative of 
the solution for iaT , one arrives to a  compact form with a simple description more quickly if one starts 
instead by taking the time derivative of )( aiaia rrrcT
δδδ
δ+−= :   
ai
aiiaia
rr
rr
t
T
t
T
δδ
δδ

−
−
⋅





∂
∂
−=
∂
∂
β1  ,  
or since 1<<β ,  
ai
aiia
rr
rr
t
T
δδ
δδ

−
−
⋅=
∂
∂ β .   
The rate of change with time of the delay iaT from scattering position to aperture is a component of the 
relative velocity cup /
δ

=β along the line joining a scattering point to an aperture position.   
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3.6  The complete superposition of fields scattered from target points ir
δ
  
that arrive simultaneously at aperture points ar   
Having found that there are circumstances were we can write down a closed form solution for 
),,( aaiiaia trrTT
δδ
=  we return to writing the total scattered field amplitude at an aperture point in terms 
of piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+=  , ),(),( iaaiaas Ttrtr −=
δδ

ϕϕ , and )( irEE
δ

= .  We consider a superposition of 
scattered fields that contribute to the total field at an aperture point ar
δ
at some aperture time at .  The 
different delays iaT  depend on the aperture time, velocity, initial positions, and aperture point, 
),,,( 0 aaipiaia trruTT
δδ
= .  Due to the nonlinear behavior of iaT , the surface of scattering events 
piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+= is a slightly curved surface for a set of initial positions 0ir
δ
 arranged in a plane.  In 
order to correctly integrate the density of scattering points to create a superposition at ar
δ
we may 
imagine an integral over the surface ir
δ
with curvilinear coordinates ZY , in the surface.  ZY ,  
coordinates are not convenient to use but inspire instead the following.  We introduce an orthogonal 
Cartesian coordinate frame for the laboratory with origin in the aperture, xˆ along the fiber axis 
(confocal optical axis), and yˆ and zˆ  in the aperture plane.  Another set of integration variables to 
consider are components of the initial positions 00 , ii zy  (expressed in aperture plane coordinates).  For a 
planar target surface, we can relate ),( 0000 iiii zyxx =  expressed in aperture coordinates.  The 
expression for ),( 0000 iiii zyxx = can be written in terms of the surface normal nˆ  for the target 
surface.  The difference between a pair of points in the initial position plane is perpendicular to nˆ .  For 
example,  
( ) 0'''')''''(ˆˆ 00000000 =++−=−⋅ iziyixi znynxxnxxrn
δ
,  
where xx ˆ00 is the initial position on the beam axis.  We have calculated the Jacobian relating dYdZ  to 
00 ii dzdy .  For low velocities, the Jacobian factors connecting dYdZ  with 00 ii dzdy  are of order xn/1 with 
extra terms of order 1/ 0 <<≈∂ βiia yT .  (one realizes xn is the familiar cosine projection of area  dYdZ  
into area 00 ii dzdy ).  Because the extra terms are of order 
410−≤β , we ignore the very small curvature 
introduced by ),,,( 0 aaipiaia trruTT
δδ
= into the surface ir
δ
 at low velocities and replace the summation 
over the surface coordinates ZY , with a summation over initial positions 00 , ii zy with
xii ndzdydYdZ /00= .   
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To project the scattered field amplitude into the plane of aperture A , we introduce formally an 
“obliquity” factor iaO .  Since polarization of the light in PDV is usually not controlled and unknown due 
to birefringence in the fiber, we will not have much to say about iaO in this report other than it is related 
to the projection of the polarization of the light and is of order unity for nearly paraxial conditions.   
Collecting factors, we arrive finally at the superposition of scattered fields at an aperture point ar
δ
 
parameterized by the initial positions 0ir
δ
 
( ) 0
2
( , )
0 02
1, ( ) i a iai i r t Tias a a i i i
x ia
OqE r t e dy dz E r e
mc n R
φ φ −= ∫∫ 
δ

δ δ
.   
For calculating the instantaneous signal sideband peak frequency pω we will take a ratio that will cancel 
constant factors and at various stages we keep only the proportional parts.  Keep in mind that while we 
are integrating over initial positions 0ir
δ
, there is an implied “at the time at ” in the integral since 
piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+=  and  ),,,( 0 aaipiaia trruTT
δδ
= , and this expression takes into account all amplitudes 
of scattered fields at different times iaa Tt −  and positions ir
δ
 that arrive at the point aa tr ,
δ
.  Substituting 
( )aas trE ,
δ
 into the expression relating the field at the aperture to the field at the point 0P  (the fiber 
end face), we arrive at a superposition of fields proportional to the detected field.   
( , )
0 02
( , )
0 02
1 1 1 1 1, 2 ( )
2
1 1 1 1 12 ( )
2
i a ia
o o
i a ia
o o
f i r t Tia
s o a o a a i i i
P A P A x iaA
i r t Tia
o a a i i i
x P A P A iaA
R OE P t R dy dz dy dz E r e
c R R c t n R
OR dy dz dy dz E r e
n R R c t R
φ
φ
p
p
−
−
   − ∂ + = +   ∂    
 − ∂ = + 
∂  
∫∫ ∫∫
∫∫ ∫∫


δ

δ

δ
δ
 
This expression involves a summation over points 0ir
δ
in the target surface and summation over points ar
δ
 
in the aperture.  Although this is not a true path integral formulation, one may think of this as a 
summation of amplitudes over all paths starting from all points ir
δ
 in the target surface passing through 
all points ar
δ
 in the lens aperture and arriving at the fiber end face point 0P .  The time derivative that 
appears in this expression was introduced from the diffraction integral calculation and remains in this 
expression since the scattered light fields from a moving surface are not harmonic.   
 
3.7  Reversing the order of integration:  
A geometric description of the superposition of scattered fields from one target point 0ir
δ
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Figure 3.6.1 describes an alternate geometric description of the integration process with the order of 
integration reversed.  For each initial position in the target, integration is performed first over the lens 
aperture.    
 
Figure 3.6.1.  Geometrical description of scattered light superposition integration from the point of view of one 
initial position in the target.  Dimensions are exaggerated.    
A target consists of initial positions 0ir
δ
at 0t = .  In this report, target points have uniform and constant 
particle velocity pu
δ
for all t .  The delay through the left lens is defined so all paths between aperture 
and fiber have the same delay time /fR c .  Scattered light-field components superposed at the fiber at 
time /ft R c+ had arrived simultaneously at the aperture at time t .  A particular point labelled 0ir
δ
 
determines a straight line path of scattered light positions 0 ( )i i ia pr r t T u= + −
δ δ δ
, that occur at earlier 
times iat T− .   The propagation delay iaT  between scattering point ir
δ
 and lens aperture point ar
δ
 
includes a right-lens delay ( ) /ar cδ
δ
, i.e., ( )ia i a acT r r rδ= − +
δ δ δ
.   For particular values of t , 0ir
δ
, pu
δ
 , and 
ar
δ
,  the two relations 0( , , , )i i i p iar r r u t T=
δ δ δ δ
and ( , ( ) , )ia ia a a iT T r r rδ=
δ δ δ
determine the corresponding iaT  
and ir
δ
, which become arguments to the scattered light field component value at the aperture
( , )( ) /i a iai r t Tia i iaO E r e R
φ −

δ

δ
.  Before integrating over initial positions, one may integrate all light from one 
target point over the lens aperture.  From this perspective, we realize that the scattered light observed 
at t  from one target point is not scattered from a unique position or time, but may be smeared out in 
space and time to a small extent.  This space-time aberration for a real lens and moving target may not 
be discernible for low enough velocities, but is a real effect included in our calculations.  Integration over 
all aperture points ar
δ
 and all initial points 0ir
δ
completes the superposition of scattered light components 
at the fiber.   
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CHAPTER 4.  Expressing pω in terms of the diffraction result for sr EE
*   
 
4.1 Instantaneous PDV-signal frequency expressed in terms of the time dependent scattered fields  
We are interested in the instantaneous peak frequency pω for the sideband spectral peak in the 
detected power which requires forming the product sr EE
*  and a ratio of ( ) tEE sr ∂∂ /*  and sr EE *  
(section 2.1).   To complete a calculation for pω  we will need a specific functional form for the laser 
field.  In the usual confocal optical arrangement, the laser light emerges from a single mode optical fiber 
and propagates to the target as a Gaussian beam function (Yariv section 2.5).  In the remainder of this 
development, we will use a Gaussian beam function for the laser and write this with a subscript “g” as
),(),( )()( iaaigiaai Ttriig
Ttri
i erEerE
−− =
δ
δ

δδ

ϕϕ .    
For the signal product sr EE
*
, we will absorb the harmonic factor *rE inside the integral for sE as follows.  
Scattering a harmonic laser field by a moving target introduces a non-harmonic time dependent term 
)( iaar Tt −−ω into the scattered light phase ),( iaaig Ttr −
ϕ .  In a moment, we will use a result arising 
from taking a derivative of a product of *rE and the integrand:   






∂
∂
=





∂
∂ −+− ),(),(* )()( iaaigariaaig Ttriig
ia
iati
r
Ttri
ig
ia
ia
r erER
Oe
t
EerE
R
OE
t
δδ
δδ ϕωϕ . 
The harmonic time dependence artω  in the reference field 
*
rE  combines with the term )( iaar Tt −−ω
in the laser phase ),( iaaig Ttr −
ϕ and vastly reduces the time advance to a lower rate
( )r a r a ia r iat t T Tω ω ω− − =  (the phase difference of two optical fields cancels in the signal cross term 
leaving a phase that advances at microwave frequencies).  As a shorthand, the phase difference 
between the reference and the scattered light phase can be expressed by replacing the time argument 
in the laser phase function with iaiaa TTt −→−  , i.e., ),(),( iaigiaaigar TrTtrt −=−+
 ϕϕω .  After 
absorbing the reference field phase artω we write 






∂
∂
=





∂
∂ −− ),(),(* )()( iaigiaaig Triig
ia
ia
r
Ttri
ig
ia
ia
r erER
O
t
EerE
R
OE
t
δδ
δδ ϕϕ  
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Expanding and rearranging we find a term that appears when we bring *rE inside the integral expressed 
using ( , )g i iar Tφ −
  :   


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
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∂
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R
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eE
δδδ
δδδ ϕϕϕω ω
Using these expressions, the product sr EE
*  becomes (to within a constant phase factor from *rE that 
divides out later) 


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We pause again to trace the origin of terms.  The term 
0
1/ P AR in curly braces arose from the straight 
summation of fields at the aperture in the diffraction calculation.  The remaining terms 
( )( )2 / /r ac i tω− + ∂ ∂  arose from the time derivative in the diffraction integral needed due to the 
presences of the absorbing aperture and lens.  As written, all the time dependent parts, aiia rrR
δδ
−= , 
)( ig rE
δ
, ),( iaig Tr −
ϕ , ),,,( 0 aaipiaia trruTT
δδ
= , and piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+= are confined to the right side of 
the integrand after the operator in curly brackets.  To finish the calculation of pω , it is now straight 
forward to move the derivative ( ) tEE sr ∂∂ /* in the numerator for pω  inside the integral past the curly 
braces:   
0 0
1 1 1 1... 2 2 2 2r r
a P A a P A a a
i i
t R c c t R c c t t
ω ω   ∂ ∂ ∂ ∂   − + → − +   
∂ ∂ ∂ ∂      
.   
The time derivative on the right is connected with the derivative for the phase difference needed in the 
calculation for pω .  The terms inside the curly brackets are from the diffraction calculation.  We now 
have all the  computational elements needed for simulating and calculating the instantaneous frequency
pω .   
We consider several related questions:  Why does the diffraction calculation lead to a complicated 
expression for the signal frequency; what are the relative sizes of terms; when are any of the terms 
considerably smaller than the others (and may be ignored); and what is the meaning of the dominant 
terms in the expression for pω ?   
We wish to examine the relative sizes of the terms resulting from the curly brackets {…}.  To keep track 
of the results, we will refer to the terms as  
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0
11 :
P AR
  
2 : 2 ri
c
ω
−  
13 : 2
ac t
∂
∂
  
1 2 :and  In this paper we will work with a focusing probe similar to those used in gas gun targets.  
Focusing probes used in PDV are usually magnifying-focuser probes, have a lens aperture radius less 
than 4 mm and typically ~ 1 mm, and a working distance between the aperture to the focal position in 
the laser beam that is 10 mm or more.  Within the curly brackets {…}, the factor cr /2ω is also 
λpω /42/2 == kcr .  PDV typically operates with mx
61055.1 −=λ .  Written in units of λ , the 
distance between fiber and lens is more than 1000 wavelengths, i.e., λ310~
0
>APR  .  The factor 
cr /2ω  is larger than the term APR 0/1  by more than a factor of
410 for practical values of APR 0 .   
2 3 :and   Next, we consider the third term.  The derivative in the curly brackets {…} can be expanded 
in two terms 3A  and 3B :   
( , ) ( , )( )1 12 ( ) 2 ( )
( )
g i ia g i iai r T i r Tia g iia ia ia
g i ia g i
a ia ia g i a ia ia
O E rO R OE r e i E r e
c t R c O E r t R R
φ φω− −
       ∂ ∂
= −        ∂ ∂        
δ δ
δ
δ δ
δ
 
Here we define the derivative of the phase factor as a frequency  
3 : ( , ) /ia g i iaB r T tω φ≡ −∂ − ∂

 
labelled with scattering point and aperture point.  This frequency is the time rate of change of the 
difference in phase between the reference field and a scattered light field for the pair of points ir
δ
to ar
δ
.  
(Under somewhat idealized circumstances where the first term disappears, one may think of iaω  loosely 
as a Doppler shift contribution to a single spectrum for this pair of points).  We will see (section 4.3) that 
the contributions iaω  are nearly equal to 2 2 cos( )r x rω β ω β θ=  where the subscript x means
cu pxx /=β is related to the component of the motion along the beam direction, and θ  is the angle of 
the particle velocity with respect to the optical axis (i.e. is connected with the Doppler shift).  3A :   The 
other term in the first square […] bracket is the fractional rate of change of iaigia RrEO /)(
δ
caused by 
motion piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+= of scatterers in the beam.   Generally we expect a multiplicative amplitude 
modulation factor to have a spectrum that convolves symmetrically with the signal spectrum and does 
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not affect the peak frequency.  3A  is a kind of additive, motion-induced amplitude modulation term 
that does affect the signal spectrum.  We will restrict our present discussion to places in the laser beam 
not close to the lens (i.e., iaR  is not small).  Intuitively the largest rate of change of iaigia RrEO /)(
δ
will 
occur when the direction of motion is highly transverse to a narrow part of the beam, i.e., is largest 
when crossing the laser focus transversely.   Roughly, we expect the fractional rate of amplitude 
variation 3A is of order no larger than ( )0sin( ) /pu Wθ .  In most practical situations the laser beam 
radius at the focus, 0W , is more than 10λ .  Multiplying the two terms not larger than 03 : /pA u W  
and 3 : 2 rB ω β by the prefactor c/2 , we expect that the magnitude of terms arising from the 
derivative in the curly brackets {…} is less than ( )4 / 2p λ β .  For most terrestrial problems with 
410~ −<β  , the middle term 2 : 2 / 2 4 /ri c kω p λ− = =  will be 410 larger than the 3 .  Hence, for 
most problems involving practical focusing probes, we can safely ignore all terms compared to 
ci r /2 ω− , and approximate the curly brackets using 
{ }ci
tcc
i
R ra
r
AP
/2.1221
0
ωω −→








∂
∂
+− .   
To an approximation with relative error not larger than 410− , we can approximate sr EE
*
by  
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sr erER
Odzdy
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−
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


−=
δ
δ ϕ
p
ω
. 
When we trace the origin of terms backwards to the diffraction calculation, we learn that the integrand 
factor ( , )( ) /g i iai r Tia g i iaO E r e R
φ −δδ  in the expression for the cross term *r sE E  has lineage back to the time 
derivative term in the diffraction calculation.  The dominant term arose from the wavelength 
dependence of the gradient of the Green’s function through the aperture, and is connected with an 
“extra” field generated by the aperture edges in the absorbing screen.  The terms related to the straight 
summation of fields in the aperture in the diffraction calculation were negligible compared to the time 
derivative term.  Strangely, it appears that the motion of charges in the edges of the aperture needed to 
cancel the field there contribute a “source” to the propagating field, which is more important than if the 
aperture were not there.   After multiplying through by the harmonic function *rE  the phase in the cross 
term *r sE E slows down from the phase advance in either 
*
rE or sE  and the time derivative of the field 
sE  from the aperture-edge field resolves into a dominant term with prefactor{ }2 /ri cω−  (and no time 
derivative).  
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Now we consider the expression in the numerator of pω with time derivative.  Similarly, when 
computing ( ) tEE sr ∂∂ /*  in the calculation of pω , we can bring the derivative inside the integral, use 
similar arguments about the relative sizes of terms and arrive at the same conclusion that the dominant 
term in integrand in the numerator becomes  
a
r
aa
r
AP tc
i
ttcc
i
R ∂
∂





−→
∂
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
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
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


∂
∂
+−
ωω 21221
0
 
When computing the ratio in pω  many constant factors divide out.  When including only the dominant 
term 410 larger than other terms, pω becomes 
 
The time derivative in the numerator of the last expression is traceable to the operation /p tω = ∂Φ ∂  
needed to convert the phase difference Φ  of the integral for *r sE E  to a frequency.  This is the 
complete expression we will use in simulations of the measured velocity in PDV.   
 
4.2  What happens to the expression for pω for small angles? 
A few experimental tests have been performed in an attempt to reveal “what PDV measures” under 
asymmetric conditions such as particle velocity that is not along the optical axis [Briggs and Dolan].  
Many of these experimental tests were performed while the surface was tilted also.  From the available 
information at small angles one may conclude that the PDV frequency is proportional to the component 
of the particle velocity along the optical axis.   We now examine how this arises in the previous 
expression for pω .   
 
Writing out the derivative we obtain an expression in terms of the individual Doppler contributions
tTr iaigia ∂−−∂= /),(
ϕω  and an amplitude modulation-like term related to the fractional rate of 
0
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change due to transit through the laser beam:  
0
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δ
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The frequency contributions iaω  appear in the numerator after performing the operation related to 
compute /p tω = ∂Φ ∂  in 
*
r sE E .   Similarly to section 4.1, we will label the two terms in the numerator  
( )
3 :
( )
ia g iia
ia g i a ia
O E rRA
O E r t R
   ∂
     ∂   
δ
δ
  
3 : ( , ) /ia g i iaB r T tω φ= −∂ − ∂

 
First, consider a “one dimensional” experiment with smooth planar surface with surface normal and 
particle velocity parallel to the optical axis xun p ˆ////ˆ
δ
, i.e., 0θ = .  Consider a perpendicular radius ⊥r
where 222 ii zyr +=⊥ .  iagia REO /  is peaked at 0=⊥r , which means derivatives of iagia REO / are odd 
functions under the replacement of integration variables 0000 , iiii zzyy −→−→ .  So for completely 
symmetric one dimensional conditions, the integral over the first term in the square brackets sums to 
zero, and pω simplifies to 
0
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(Here we used [ ] [ ]Im ( ) Re ( )i = ).  Intuitively, we expect that the term 3A  that was zero for 0θ =
will remain small for some range of small θ  values:   
( )
( )
ia g iia
ia
ia g i a ia
O E rR
O E r t R
ω
   ∂
<<     ∂   
δ
δ
, for small angles.    
We will examine whether and where this may breakdown in section 4.4.     
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We see that for small angles pω is closely related to a weighted average of frequencies iaω  with 
weighting by complex field amplitudes (with cancellations and additions that are reminiscent of 
coherent interference).  A similar expression was obtained for a complete expansion in harmonic 
functions in section 2.2  However, we did not arrive at this expression with time domain functions 
completely expanded in harmonic functions.  We kept the time dependent Gaussian beam phase that 
satisfies the time dependent wave equation.  This introduces a hypothesis that seems reasonable from 
an intuitive experimental perspective:  the scattered light field in a nearly one dimensional experiment is 
nearly harmonic, and the spread in the spectrum of scattered fields may be narrow (but not zero), 
especially under symmetric circumstances.    We examine the spread in the spectrum iaω  for small 
angles in the next section 4.3.   
 
4.3   Values of iaω when scattering points are moving in a Gaussian laser field  
and scatter light into lens aperture points 
We compute tTr iaigia ∂−−∂= /),(
ϕω   to see it’s narrow spectrum of values for a  “real” harmonic 
laser field that satisfies the wave equation.   For a confocal arrangement with light sent to the target on 
single mode fiber and using lenses that are not too small, the laser field near the target is a  “Gaussian 
Mode” (Yariv section 2.5).  The “beam” has a finite lateral extent with field amplitude decreasing with 
distance perpendicular to the laser beam 2 2 2r y z⊥ = + as a Gaussian function 
( ) ( )( )2/ /Wo W EXP r W⊥− .   
The beam radius converges and diverges as  
( )2 21 /o i RW W x f X= + −   
with a minimum radius oW W= at the focal position ix f= .   The beam radius increases by a factor 
2  at the distance ix f−  from focus equal to the Rayleigh range parameter λp /
2
0WX R = .  A 
Gaussian beam is completely determined by a minimum radius oW W=  and the wavelength λ .    
For a Gaussian laser beam with axis along the xˆ  direction and minimum radius located at the focus at 
fx = , the phase of the laser field depends on spatial coordinates and time as 
( ) ( )
( )
2
1
2 2
1( , ) tan
2g rR R
r k x fx fr t k x f t
X x f X
φ ω⊥−
− −
= − − + − 
− + 
δ
.   
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The first and last terms ( )k x f−  and rtω−  resemble the two terms for a plane wave
( , )r t k r tφ ω= −

δ

 , with wavevector ˆk kx=

 pointing along the optical axis in the xˆ  direction.  A 
Gaussian beam converges and diverges through it’s minimum radius oW  with phase-front curvature 
described by the term ( ) ( ) ( )22 21/ 2 / Rr k x f x f X⊥  − − +  .   Also due to beam convergence and 
divergence, the phase acquires an additional slowly varying term  ( )1tan ( '' ) / Rx f X−− −  called the 
Guoy phase that various between 2/p±  over a distance comparable to RX .    
For the calculation of the PDV signal frequency, we need the difference in phase between the scattered 
light phase and the reference phase.  Due to the motion of the target (or rather the motion of the laser 
source relative to the target), the phase difference between scattered light and the reference phase,
),( iaig Tr −
δ
ϕ ,  is non-linear in time due to the replacements r r iat Tω ω− → + and piaaii uTtrr

δδ )(0 −+= , 
and due to the optical time delay being non-linear in time.  Taking the derivative, we obtain the 
frequency contribution for scattered light from a Gaussian laser beam to points in a lens aperture as 
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We use a subscript x on the factor xrβω  to mean the component of cu pxx /=β along the optical axis 
(which happens to be the same direction as the “laser beam” for confocal optics).   
 
We examine the relative contributions of terms in iaω .  We will show that there are two terms nearly 
equal to xrβω , all other terms can be much smaller, and iaω  is nearly equal to 2 r xω β .  The derivative of 
the first three space-like terms in gϕ (i.e., not the r iaTω  term) introduce a common factor
( )tTiaxr ∂∂− /1βω .   Because ( ) aiaiia rrrrtT
δδδδ
δ
−−⋅=∂∂ // β  is of order 410~ −<β , we will ignore the 
extra term of order 1β <<  in the factor ( ) ( ) 11/1 ≈−≈∂∂− βtTia .  In effect, we can ignore the  
dependence on aperture position in the factors ( )1 /iaT t−∂ ∂  on the space-like phase terms.  
Contributions to iaω  from the three space-like terms depend mainly on the position within the laser 
beam and depend very little on the points in the aperture.   
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For the moment, let’s ignore the curvature and imagine we have only a plane wave term k r


  .  The  
frequency shift contribution from the space-like term becomes 
1,ˆ1ˆ1 <<≈
∂
∂
⋅≈





∂
∂
−⋅=

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
∂
∂
−⋅=⋅
∂
∂ ββωβω iariariapi Tt
becausekT
t
kT
t
ukrk
t
δδ
δ
δ
δ
δ
.   
Notice in this last expression that the rate of change of the plane wave part of the phase does not 
depend on the initial positions of the scatterers or the location of the lens, of course.  And this 
contribution to the frequency shift depends on the component of the velocity β
δ
 along the direction kˆ  
for the plane wave part of the beam phase.  Now, for a plane wave (or beam) along the lens axis ( xˆ ), the 
first dominant term is simply xrβω .  One of the two dominant terms comes from the space-like plane-
wave-like term, with the value determined by the fact that PDV typically is confocal.   
The second dominant term comes from the rate of change of the optical delay-time between scattering 
point and the lens aperture.  For lens and beam diameters smaller than the separation ai rr
δδ
− ,  the 
difference ( )i ar r−
δ δ
 has a small angle to the optical axis xˆ  , and  
( )
xr
ai
ai
r
ia
r rr
rr
t
T βωβωω ≈
−
−
⋅=
∂
∂
δδ
δδ
δ
. 
This frequency from the optical-delay term depends both on the position within the laser beam and on 
the points within the lens aperture.   These two dominant terms from the plane-wave like contributions 
add nearly to the value xrβω2  (but not precisely due to the slightly different path lengths for different 
paths through the lens.   
 
The reader may wish to verify that wave-front curvature contributes terms much smaller than 2 r xω β for 
various combinations of the conditions:  distances not too close to the lens; small transverse beam and 
lens diameters compared to the distance from the lens; focus diameter that is not too small, direction of 
motion that is not too transverse to the laser beam.  For positions in a beam with small transverse 
dimension W and motion that is not strongly transverse to the beam direction ,  
ββββββ ≈<<<<≈<<<+ xzyiii andandandfxWzyei ,,,
~.,. 22222 , 
 the terms in iaω  from converging-beam effects (Guoy phase and curvature terms) tend to be smaller 
than xrβω2 by factors of RkX/1  or ( )2/ RXW .   When moving along the beam and near the beam 
focus, the additional space-like term contributions do grow but start out very small and of order 410~ −> , 
even for a tightly focused beam with minimum beam width 20~)/( >λW .  The curvature effects 
depend on the Gaussian beam parameters (minimum radius oW  and wavelengthλ ) and do not depend 
on the lens aperture diameter.   
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Since the optical time delay depends on a scattering position within the beam and an aperture point, 
more significant deviations from 2 r xω β are found from the optical delay due to the factor 
( ) /i a i ar r r r− −
δ δ δ δ
, even for motion β
δ
 directed along the optical axis.  For 10i ar r mm− ≈
δ δ
, lens radius 
of order 2 mm, and beam width much narrower than the lens, variation of iaω away from the value 
xrβω2 can be as large as 
2(2 /10) / 4 1 %≈  near the edges of the lens (perhaps disappointingly, a large 
lens used for high light collection efficiency introduces a small spread in the frequency spectrum).  For a 
highly symmetric situation with no roughness, there tends to be oscillations of contributions with 
cancellations of iaω values out near the edges of the lens, and the total deviations as large as 1 %  do 
not occur for a smooth symmetric experiment.  For nearly symmetric or nearly one-dimensional 
situations, we find a result consistent with experimental observations that PDV measures a value similar 
to xrβω2 to better than 1 %  (in the first simulation of Chapter 5, we find this result to better than 
0.05 %  at 5 degrees for a smooth surface, but this begins to break down as roughness increases).    
 
4.4  What happens to the value of pω at large angles? 
Detailed cancellations may be disrupted for less symmetric situations.  For situations that are less 
symmetric due to xandun p ˆ,,ˆ
δ
not being parallel, there is at least one additional term 3A  involving a 
fractional rate of change of iaigia RrEO /)(
δ
 that we cannot ignore.  We may think of this term as a 
coupling of frequency and amplitude modulation due to motion in the beam (there are other types of 
amplitude motion that may not have this coupling to the frequency).  One of the reasons that this term 
arises is that the scattered waves from individual points on a moving target from a moving laser are not 
harmonic functions, i.e., have a spectrum.  In the development of expressions for pω we started with a 
spectrum of harmonic functions, used the Kirchhoff integral relation to propagate harmonic functions 
from the aperture and lens to the fiber, but then transformed the expressions over to the time domain 
to relate this to the non-harmonic time dependent scattered fields at the lens aperture.  Hence, the 
expression for pω is not just related to iaω , but acquires additional time dependent terms for the 
motion of the laser beam relative to the target.  When the symmetry is lowered, e.g. by surface 
roughness, and the phase shifts are not symmetric for replacement of integral variables
0000 , iiii zzyy −→−→ , the cancellations across the beam and lens are not guaranteed and larger 
deviations in frequency occasionally are possible (see Chapter 5).    
We would like to obtain an approximate angle where the value of pω may begin to deviate from xrβω2 .  
We showed above that the term 3 : 2 cos( )ia rB ω ω β θ≈ .  We expect intuitively that contributions 
from the amplitude modulation term are of order 3 : sin( ) /pA u Wθ .  For angleθ between the optic 
axis and direction of motion exceeding ( )tan( ) 4 / Wθ p λ= , i.e., for angles that are larger than 
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approximately 45 degrees, we expect that the motion-induced amplitude modulation term may become 
comparable to the usual “Doppler” term.  PDV can be expected to return 2 cos( )ia rω ω β θ≈  for angles 
less than 45 degrees, but for larger angles it is not yet clear what will happen (additional simulations 
beyond those in Chapter 5 are recommended).   
In this chapter, we combined the instantaneous frequency pω for a heterodyne experiment with 
classical electromagnetic diffraction field theory and point-wise scattering from a moving target and 
found this theory consistent with the experimental result, xrp βωω 2=  for angles that are not huge.  
The theory provides the additional insight that the integral for pω  involves a delicate balancing of 
contributions over a narrow, complex-value weighted distribution of frequencies.   
 
 
CHAPTER 5.  Simulation results 
5.1 Simulation parameters 
In this section we describe simulation results for tilted mass velocity and tilted surface with and without 
roughness.  Cartesian coordinates are centered on the optical axis in the lens aperture, with xˆ  along the 
optical axis (Figure. 3.2.1) and orthogonal coordinate basis vectors yˆ and zˆ in the plane of the aperture.  
The target surface was flat and the particle velocity was uniform and constant.  Parameters in Table 5.1 
were fixed in common for all simulations in this section.   
As we saw in the previous section, we do not expect the amplitude modulation by target motion to 
affect the apparent velocity results in a perfectly symmetric situation.  In high velocity experiments, one 
cannot always ensure that the configuration is precisely symmetric.  In some experiments where tilt may 
be larger than the numerical aperture of the lens and fiber, we may intentionally add roughness to the 
surface.  We performed simulations for an asymmetric condition with the particle velocity tilted away 
from the optical axis by 5 degrees ( 1000 /pu m s= − ,  996 /pxu m s= − , 87 /pyu m s= − , and 
0pzu = ).  From a practical perspective, one may imagine also that a probe was not manufactured 
perfectly, the probe optical axis and probe cylinder centerline are not parallel (fiber or lens off axis), and 
the optical axis is actually tilted away from the surface normal despite a prefect mechanical assembly 
external to the probe.  For these simulations, we tilted the surface normal 5 degrees ( 0.996xn = − , 
0yn = , and 0.087zn = ), in a direction different from the particle velocity tilt.  These choices were 
somewhat arbitrary but intended to break the symmetry of the simulation (I encourage the reader to try 
other choices).  The results in this section represent approximately 120 hours of computer simulation.  
The simulations were performed on a laptop computer with single core processor.  
Table 5.1.  Simulation parameters that were fixed for all simulations 
  Comment 
Probe fiber lens focal length 3oR mm=   
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Target fiber lens focal length 10f mm=   
Lens radius 1 mm   
Beam waist radius 15oW mm=   
Up  Particle velocity 1000 /pu m s= −    
Upx/Up cos( ) cos( 5 /180 )θ p=     
Upy/Up sin( ) sin( 5 /180 )θ p=    Particle velocity towards lens and tipped 
away from x in the y direction 5 degrees 
Upz/Up 0    
nx cos( ) cos( 5 /180 )θ p=    Surface normal tipped away from x in 
the z direction by 5 degrees 
ny 0   
nz sin( ) sin( 5 /180 )θ p=     
Laser wavelength λ   1550.3D-9 meters  
Integration step size 1.5 λ   
Number of time points 71  
Starting position 10 mm  
End position 9 mm  
Initial position of surface at 
beam centerline 
10.2 mm  
Obliquity factor 1iaO =    
 
The excitation laser field is a focused Gaussian beam (see Yariv’s section 2.5, and section 4.3 in this 
report) along the optical axis xˆ .  The field amplitude decreases away from beam centerline and from the 
focus as  
2 2
0 0( ) ( / ) ( ( / ))g i iE r E W W EXP r W⊥= −
δ
,  
where 2 2 2i i ir y z⊥ = + .  The beam waist radius was selected to be 15oW mm=  at the beam focus.  The 
target-lens focal distance and the beam focus coincide for the simulation at a distance 10f mm=  from 
the aperture.   The beam waist radius W increases from the minimum oW with distance ix f−  from the 
focus as 
( )2 21 /o i RW W x f X= + −  
The Rayleigh range parameter RX  for the laser beam, 
2 2/ (15 ) / (1.55 ) 455R oX W m m mp λ p m m m= = = ,  
describes the beam convergence and wave-front curvature.  RX is the distance beyond the focus where 
the beam radius increases by a factor of 2  , and the power density on the centerline is half the value 
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at focus.  The laser field is determined by setting the waist radius ( 15oW mm= ) and wavelength (
1.55 mλ m= ).   
For this work, the obliquity factor describing the coupling of the scattered light to the aperture or fiber is 
set to 1iaO =  (this introduces a field amplitude errors on the order of the squares of direction cosines, 
or about 0.5 %).   
The target moves towards the lens (with mass velocity tilted off axis by 5 degrees, and surface normal 
tilted in another direction).  Each simulations starts with the target surface intersecting the beam 
centerline close to 10 mm and moves from 10 mm to 9 mm while calculating values of the signal 
amplitude *r sE E and signal frequency pω  at 71 time steps.   
At each time in the simulations, the instantaneous sideband peak frequency pω was calculated using  
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(see section 4.1 for this level of approximation).  We introduced the functional form for the laser phase 
( , )g i iai r Te φ −
δ
 in an earlier section 4.3 and will not repeat that discussion here.  The target plane function
( , )i i i ix x y z=  was defined in a previous section 4.3 and depends on the target surface normal nˆ  via
( ) 0'''')''''(ˆˆ 00000000 =++−=−⋅ iziyixi znynxxnxxrn
δ
.    
The beam waist size at the target grows as the target is moved away from the focus.   In this simulation 
the beam waist radius grows from 15 micrometers to 36 micrometers for target positions from 10 mm 
(focus) to 9 mm from the lens.  For these simulations we set the integration subarray size for initial 
positions to span 132 by 132 micrometers for each time step.  The initial position array size (-66 to +66 
micrometers in 0iy  and 0iz ) and circular-lens radius (1 mm) are more than 9 times smaller than the 
distance to the target (with target distances between 10 mm to 9 mm).   For each integral at each time 
step, the phase ( , )g i iar Tϕ −
δ
 varies slowly with changes in lateral positions 0iy , 0iz , ay and az .   For 
integration step sizes equal to 1.5 λ  (in each of the parameters 0iy , 0iz , ay and az ),  the phase value
( , )g i iar Tϕ −
δ
changes much less than p for 0iy , 0iz , ay and az close to the optical axis (where the beam 
power density is large) and changes approximately 0.2p near the edges of integration sub arrays 
(where the beam power density is small).   
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5.2  Results with no surface roughness 
PDV is expected to return a value for the signal frequency near 2p r xω ω β .  xβ is the component 
/ cos( ) /px pu c u cθ= along the optical axis (θ  is the angle between the optical axis and the particle 
velocity.)   When 2p r xω ω β= , we expect the ratio / 2p r xω ω β to be 1.  Small deviations from 
2p r xω ω β= show up in / 2p r xω ω β as small deviations from 1.  In the following we are interested in 
these small deviations and plot a percent change ( )100 / 2 1p r xω ω β − .   
Figure 5.1 shows an example of results from a simulated PDV experiment with 71 time steps between 10 
mm to 9 mm with a particle velocity of 1000 /pu m s= − ,  tilted five degrees from the optical axis.  
For this simulation, the surface was smooth (i.e., no roughness was added to 0 0 0 0( , )i i i ix x y z= ).  For 
this smooth surface in Fig. 5.1, the simulated particle velocity was the same as the component 
996 /pxu m s= − along the optical axis to better than 0.05 %.   
For the signal amplitude, we plot the normalized magnitude of the cross term *r sE E  in the detected 
power (this is the integral expression in the denominator for pω ).  For different values of tilt or when 
adding roughness, the signal amplitude can vary by a large amount.  For display purposes, we normalize 
the results for the signal amplitude *r sE E to the maximum signal amplitude within the simulation.  The 
power density along the beam centerline varies as ( )2 21/ 1 /i Rx f X + −  .  We expect also the image 
of the target spot at the fiber to “go out of focus” as the target moves.  As expected, as the target moves 
from the focal position at 10 mm towards the lens, the signal starts out at a maximum value, and then 
decreases with a shape similar to a smooth Lorentzian function with distance.   
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Figure 5.1.  Simulated amplitude *r sE E  and percent change ( )100 / 2 1p r xω ω β − in “measured” velocity 
compared to the component of the velocity along the optical axis for a smooth surface.     
 
We were intrigued that the deviations in the simulated “measured” velocity ( )100 1 / 2p r xω ω β− +  
were so close to zero for a smooth symmetric experiment, and wanted to “see” what was happening in 
the summation.  For each time step, and after integrating over the lens aperture but before integrating 
over initial positions, there is a contribution to the total peak frequency associated with each target-
surface initial position in the integrand.  (This situation corresponds roughly to the Section 3.6 
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“Reversing the order of integration: A geometric description of the superposition of scattered fields 
from one target point 0ir
δ
”).  For the integrand remaining after integrating over the aperture in the 
numerator, we define an areal-density 
0 0,
/
i iy z
d dAω with units of frequency per area, obtained at an 
initial position ,io ioy z .  When approximating the integrals using a summation over finite areas of equal 
size (in this case ( ) 20 0 1.5i i a ay z y z λ∆ ∆ = ∆ ∆ = ), the differential areas divided out and we were left 
with an areal-density contribution to pω given by   
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Note that ( )0 0, 0 0/i iy z i id dA y zω ∆ ∆  sums exactly to pω  (when pω  is also approximated on finite area 
elements).  To examine the relative importance of the contributions of ( )0 0, 0 0/i iy z i id dA y zω ∆ ∆  to the 
total pω , we plotted ( )0 0, 0 0/ /i iy z i i pd dA y zω ω∆ ∆  as a function of target-point initial positions in Fig. 
5.2.  Because the laser field power density falls to zero for large enough transverse distance ir⊥ , in the 
simulation the limits of integration need only span a finite subarray with center adjusted to the initial 
position that will end up on the beam centerline position icx  for the current time step.  The plots are 
“centered.”   At the beam focus (Fig. 5.2 (A)), the integrand has largest contributions from those initial 
positions that will be on the beam centerline.   
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Fig. 5.2  Surface plots of the frequency contributions to the integrand ( )0 0, 0 0/ /i iy z i i pd dA y zω ω∆ ∆ associated 
with initial positions 00 , ii zy  normalized to the instantaneous sideband frequency pω  ( pω is the total of
( )0 0, 0 0/i iy z i id dA y zω ∆ ∆ ).   In the simulation, the target-surface had intersected the beam centerline at icx  
values close to (A) 10 mm, (B) 9.8 mm, (C) 9.6 mm, (D) 9.4 mm, (E) 9.2 mm, and (F) 9.0 mm.  The horizontal axes 
are the initial position coordinates 00 , ii zy that lead to ii zy ,  values with range centered on the optical axis 
(horizontal axes are 132 micrometers wide).  These figures correspond to the simulation shown in Figure 5.1.   
 
As the target surface moves away from the focus and enters a region of curved phase fronts for the laser 
beam (Fig. 5.2 (b) to (f)), the contributions from the integrand ( )0 0, 0 0/ /i iy z i i pd dA y zω ω∆ ∆ begin to take 
on both positive and negative values.   Contributions to the measured velocity oscillate with distance 
from the beam centerline with partial cancellations.  Close examination of Fig. 5.2 (F) shows that the 
symmetry is not axial.  Due to tilt, the ( )0 0, 0 0/ /i iy z i i pd dA y zω ω∆ ∆ surface is shaped somewhat like the 
Greek letter∆ .  A completely remarkable “coincidence” emerges:  the relative velocities / 2p r xω ω β  in 
Fig. 5.1 are nearly 1 to within 0.05 %, i.e., the measured velocity is nearly the component along the 
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optical axis to within 0.05 %, even though the individual contributions oscillate about zero.  For a 
smooth surface, the oscillations in the contributions to pω tend to cancel.   
5.3  Results with increasing amounts of surface roughness 
We added small values of static roughness to the target surface.  We added static roughness to an initial 
position array.  The integration sub array walks along the target surface with the center of the 
integration sub array at the initial position that will be on the beam centerline at simulation time t.  To 
create static roughness for the simulation, we created a large initial position array with dimensions large 
enough that all initial position subarrays could be taken from the larger initial position array.  We 
computed the target surface initial positions 0 0 0 0( , )i i i ix x y z= .  Then we added a “roughness” surface 
0 0 0 0( , )i i i ix x y zδ δ= to the initial position plane.    The roughness 0ixδ is a normally distributed random 
variable with a standard deviation equal to the “roughness.”  We randomized the seed value for a 
random-normal distribution so that each “experiment” would see a different surface (but the surface 
within a simulation run would be unchanged).   
When we add a small amount of static surface roughness, the 
0 0,
/
i iy z p
ω ω plots also become rough.   The 
oscillating patterns shown in Fig. 5.2 take on a roughened or noisy appearance.  With large enough 
random roughness, the 
0 0,
/
i iy z p
ω ω plots also take on a random quality swinging positive and negative 
rapidly with largest features in the middle of the beam.    
Figures 5.3 show the amplitude and frequency results for a sequence of simulations with increasing 
amounts of static roughness.  The values written under the panel labels are the one-standard deviation 
values for the roughness in micrometers ((A) 0.0, (B) 0.19, (C ) 0.285, (D), (E), and (F) 0.38 micrometers) .   
Figure 5.3 (A) is the same as Fig. 5.1 with no roughness.  When we add roughness, speckle-like 
amplitude modulation appears in the upper panels, similar to what is observed in a PDV experiment.  In 
simulations with roughness, we see also larger variations in the apparent velocity.  In Fig. 5.3 (B), a one 
standard deviation roughness of 0.19 micrometers was added (approximately one eighth of a 
wavelength).  At 0.19 microns roughness, the velocity deviations increased a factor of 8 from 0.05 % to
0.2%±  .  Fig. 5.3 (C) and (D)-(F) have larger roughness values of 0.285 and 0.38 micrometers.   
The round trip phase noise from a surface with 0.38 micron roughness is about half a wavelength, where 
we expect largest constructive and destructive amplitude contributions to the signal amplitude.  At 0.38 
microns roughness, there are a few places where the amplitude is nearly zero after integrating over both 
the laser beam and lens aperture (almost complete signal amplitude cancellation is possible at a quarter 
of a wavelength roughness).  At the locations where the signal amplitude dips due to surface roughness, 
the PDV simulation returns velocity spikes (for constant velocity of the target).  The velocity spikes can 
swing as much as 1 or 2 percent during amplitude dips.  Between the spikes, we obtain the result that 
the velocity is nearly the component along the optical axis to within a few tenths of a percent.   
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Figure 5.3.  Amplitude and percent change in velocity away from the component along the optical axis for different 
amounts of surface roughness (values below the plot label letters are one standard deviation in the roughness in 
micrometers).   
The last three panels of Fig. 5.3 (D), (E), (F) were all obtained with the same standard deviation of 
roughness (0.38 micrometers) but with a different initial static distribution of 0 0 0 0( , )i i i ix x y zδ δ=  
values.  These three panels illustrate that similar but different simulations produce similar but different 
results.  The reader may obtain some sense of the possible behaviors from this limited set of 
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simulations.  (The total simulation run time for six panels in Fig. 5.3 was approximately 120 hours on a 
single processor-core laptop computer).   
In Chapter 1 Figs. 1.3.1 and 1.3.2, we presented velocity records for an experiment with nominally 
identical channels.  In those data, the typical random velocity noise was less than 1 percent.  But in all 
channels there were examples at amplitude dips where the velocity spiked away from the mean value, 
sometimes more than 1 percent.  The roughness of the aluminum coating in that experiment was on the 
order of 0.2 microns average roughness.   
Based on the comparison of experiments and simulations, it seems plausible that the effect of 
roughness causes not only the expected speckle modulation of the signal amplitude, but also is 
connected with deviations in the apparent velocity during amplitude dips associated with destructive 
interference over the lens aperture.  These can be understood by examining Fig. 5.2 where we realize 
that peak frequency contributions have an oscillatory nature over the target position after integrating 
over the lens.  Adding roughness is sometimes necessary to decrease the sensitivity to tilt in PDV.  A 
recommendation based on these simulations is to avoid increasing the roughness to as large as one 
quarter of the wavelength.  Another useful feature of these results comes with an understanding of a 
possible origin of velocity spikes.  When averaging results over nominally identical channels, not only do 
we want to ignore results where the amplitude is very low, it is recommended that one view regions 
where the amplitude is racing to a low value with suspicion.  
We should comment that there will be increased uncertainty in the velocity for decreased signal to noise 
ratio.  But the random effect of random noise is not what is happening in these simulations since we 
carefully avoided the random noise issues in the signal by taking our simulation into the large field 
classical limit with no random noise contribution (sections 2.2 and 3.1).  The velocity spikes in this work 
are from unusual summations over complex fields on a rough surface.   
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